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CLOVIS, CURRY COUNTY.
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COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
DISREGARD PRINTING LAW

i

County Treasurer's Rights Ignored in Submitting Delinquent List for Publication. Damn the Law.
Commissioners are Supreme.
The last session of the New
Mexico legislature pas3jd a law,
providing that the County treasurer "SHALL PREPARE AND
HAVE PUBLISHED the delinquent tax lists." Th3 Uw requiring: that such lists ba published in the official paper was
repealed.
Acting upon what he considered his vt!i authority, Cout.ty
treasurer, 11. E. Urown prepared
the list and attempted to call tor
bids and bud. nit th priming to
the lowest bidder, but was advised by the district attorney in
a letter "To Consult the County
Commissioners anH in Conjuncpublish the
tion with them,

Big Delegation to Hereford.

From Knife Stab
Ga.. July 19.-Frank, whose death sentence for the murder of Mary
Phagan, recently was committed
to life imprisonment and who
was attacked by William Green,
another convict Saturday night,
was in bad condition at 3 o'clock
this afternoon.
His temperature at that time
had tisen about three points a':d
was above 102. He is suffering
The neck wound
great pain
has swollen, indicating infection.
The attack on Frank was made
in the dormitory which all tlie
prisoners occupy in common at
night. All Iijrhls were out nt
the time. Gi t en is alleged to
have had tlu knife secreted in
his prison clothing.
So quick was tho attack that
no guard had time to interfere.
Frank fell backward to the floor
uttering aery of pain, the lights
were quickly switched on and
the guards who saw him pros
trate upon the floor, blood spurt
ing from his wounds while a
prisoner was trying to make his
way back to his bed.
Milledgeville,

Leo

M.
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Pedestrians in Clovis

Frank Near Death

A big delegation
of Clovis
boosters went to Hereford Wed
nesday and Thursday to make
an effort to secure the 191G con
vention of the Panhandle Bank
er's Association. Several went
up on the Wednesday morning
train end with auros and when
the second contingent arrived
with the ladies band Wednesday
evening, they had the town
posted with signs of "Clovis
Wants It, 191C."
A great hit was made by the
ladies band which played at the
station, on the streets and in
the convention hall in the even
ing,
If it had been a political
tists."
convention,
the ladies band
Crown took the position that
would
have
then
and there
County
Commissioners
if the
were going to have anything to "won the day" for their con
do with it, he was not, (which tending faction.
Harry Thaw Sane
The Clovisites also scored a
was probably the right view to
bright
hit
with
their
colored
New
York. July
take,) and allowed the Commiscaps
very
which
in
were
much
Thaw was this after
Kendall
printing
of
sioners to award the
the list to the Journal without evidence on visiting delegates noon held sane by a jury in
The
Judge Hendrick's court.
asking for bids. The News sub- as well as home folks.
Comof
Johnson's
young
Chamber
means
verdict
the
that
mitted a bid offering to do the
work for half the legal rate, but merce band went up Thursday Pittsburgh millionaire, who shot
Stanford White o n the roof
this bid was unceremoniously morning and there is every p
at this writing that Clo- garden at Madison Square, June
consigned to chairman Dough-toninside pocket and no record vis succeeded in getting what 25, 1900, will go free, and the
of the proceeding made on the she went after. Memphis, Tex- most famous and costliest suit
as was the only rival and their in the history of American jurisminutes.
Tallowing i s a letter from chances appeared plim. A bar- prudence is ended, if Judge Hen
Attorney General, Frank W. becue and fish fry in the even- dricks agrees. The verdict is
Clancy, regarding the matter ing and smoker and reception only advisory.
were the principal features of
There was wild jubilation in
of, printing tax lists which is the
court room as the verdict
entertainment.
the
self explanitory.
The key note speech of the was announced. Thaw rushed
Santa Fe. N. M., June 14, 1915. occasion was delivered by J. C. over and embraced his mother.
Mr. A. E. Curren,
Swift of Kansas City at the Mrs. Thaw's worn face was
Clovis, N. M.
evening session.
wreathed in a motherly smile.
Dear Sir:
Besides the members of the
I have just received your bands, those who joined the Germans Will Take Warsaw
letter of the 13th inst. relative boosters were: Mrs. ZimmerThe gradual evacuation of
to publication of delinquent tax man and Sellers, Mrs. Robt.
Warsaw,
the Polish pivotal capilists. It has not been my view, Humphrey and Miss Magdalene.
been ordered by the
tal,
has
nor have I consciously said to Mr. and Mrs. Alex Shipley, and
who are in retreat
Russians,
anyone that the publication of Messrs. C. E. and Fred Dennis,
everywhere
before the victorious
the delinquent tax lists was in Curren, Fuqua, Hull, James,
The
Germans.
German Emperthe hands of the commissioners Maxey, Bishop, Gurley, Zerwer,
sent
has
sister,
or
his
the queen
and that the treasurer had nothelverton, Smith, Elder,
following: teleGreece,
of
the
it.
The statute
ing to do with
Skarda, Dannetley, Jones, gram: "I have paralyzed the
distinctly provides as you say, Horstchcock, and others,
Russians for at least six months
that the collector shall prepare
am on the eve of delivering
and
and cause to be published the
coup
on the western front that
a
heavy
A
Melrose
rain
fell
at
delinquent tax lists, and I am
will make all Europe tremble."
Friday
night.
country
surThe
language
reconcile
to
that
unable
with the idea that the county rounding that prosperous little
F iber Factory Burned
commissioners are to publish the town is in better condition than
years.
it
has
been
for
Word
comes here from Tucum-car- i
delinquent tax list.
complete destruction
of
the
misunderThere must be so me
Lieut. G. A. Sanford accomstanding on the part of Mr. panied his sister, Mrs. G. A. by fire of the A. H. Raymond
The building,
Scott or Mr. Brown with regard Aufdenbrink, to her home in fiber factory.
to this matter. I feel quite cer- Amarillo, after her visit here machinery, ninety tons of bear
tain that I have written to some- with ivir. and Mrs. D. A. San- grass and a carload of fiber are
a total loss. The factory is to
one not long since, that the pub- ford.
be rebuilt.
lication of the delinquent tax
W. S. Cavender returned from
list was to be made by or under-th- e
Mr. and Mrs. A, Mandell left
direction of the county treas- Hot Springs Monday, where he
family
his
went
with
several
Albuquerque Monday, where
for
urer.
The last statute on the subject weeks ago for the benefit of his they will visit friends and relof the publication of delinquent little daughter's health, which atives for several weeks. Hugh
tax lists is Chapter 58 of the he reports is greatly improved. Woods is assisting at the store
laws of 1915, which I hope will His family will remain there a which is in charge of Wallace
'armack during his absence.
soon be distributed to the differ- few weeks longer.
George W. Johnson and famiH. M. Stokes and family
ent counties.
Very truly yours,
ly returned
Sunday from Water Val- last week from
Frank W. Clancy,
Cloudcroft, where they have y, Kentucky, which is their
Attorney General. been taking in the sights amon? i d home. Mrs. Stokes has been
the tall pines for the past six tuere several months and Mr.
They report an ex- Stokes two o r three weeks.
weeks."
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Dillon are
cellent outing and camping trip They report that the crops in
the proud parents of an 8 lb. and
that game is very plentiful this seetion of the country look
baby girl, born July 16. The i
n the mountains this year. better than those en route. The
little lady was named Mary Eva. Very frequently they saw deer heavy rains
in Missouri and
wild
society'
turkeys
could
be
prevented the
have
of
set
younger
and
Kansas
heard
The
Clovis are planning another out- at many camping places. Al- farmers from going into the
ing trip to the breaks. These though the streams abound with fields to cultivate and the weeds
outing trips have proven to be trout, they caught but few fish. have taken many crops. They
so popular that they have be- They have bought a car and will think there is no place like
leave soon for Arkansas.
Clovis.
come an annual affair.
n,

W. Green and

Sidney
Walkerdine, who are walking
from Frisco to New York, carrying messages from Mayor Rolph
of Frisco to Mayor Mitchell of
New York, were in Clovis Monday. They left Ftisco on March
9 and claim
to have covered a
little more than half the journey.
They started out with a burro
and pack saddle but on account
of the scarcity of water for the
animal in the Mojave desert,
they were forced to give up the
animal and have shipped their
stuff ahead, They are following
the Santa Fe line, and say that
Clovis and Kingman are the best
appearing towns that they have
seen anze leaving Needles.
Cbas

Thrown From Horse
Lester Wilsoi, age 20 years,
came near losing his life Sunday
by being thrown from his horse.
Wilson, who was taken to the
Santa Fe hospital Monday, was
unconscious for 39 hours. The
accident occurred five miles
north of the city, where he was
riding in company with Bob
Harris, Miss Pearl Doyle and
Miss Carrie Blassingame. The
party were racing when the accident happened and did not
notice his absence for some time
after it occurred. They returned to look for him and found
him lying unconscious beside
the road with a torn ear and
scalp, the result of a fall from
the horse. At last reports be
was improving and if no com
plications arise, is expected to
recover,

Sid Boykin Hurt
Sid J. Boykin was quite pain
fully though not seriously in
jured at his ranch north of
town Monday, where he was
branding and marking calves,
After he had finished the oper
ation on one large animal, the
critter" gave a vicious kick
striking the knife held in Mr.
Boykin's hand, cutting both
hands inflicting several deep
ugly wounds from which he lost
a large quantity of bio od. He
was rushed to town and medical
attention given him, but it will
be some time before he will be
able to remove the bandages
from his slashed fingers and
wrists.

Clovis

Wins From Portales

The Clovis White Sox partially redeemed themselves for their
defeat by the Portales ball team

here the fifth of July, during
by taking a
the celebration,
game from the Portales team
Sunday by a score of three to
five. Five or six autos of players and fans went down in the
afternoon returning the same
evening. The Clovis team had
down to a shut
the Portales-ite- s
out until the seventh inning and
it looked like a goose egg, but
they rallied in the seventh and
got in three runs before the
game finished.
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Big Rain
has been general all over
eastern New Mexico and the
Rain

panhandle during the past week.
This heavy precipitation at this
season of the year will insure a
crop especially of forage stuff.
Crops are in the best of condition
and the ground is thoroughly
soaked.

Hurrah! for the eastern New
Mexico farmer and stock raiser.
His bank account is growing by
leaps and bounds.

$1.00 PER YEAR

CURRY COUNTY CROPS
IN GOOD CONDITION
Wheat Harvests 40 Bushels to Acre. Rains General,
Prospects Best in History for a Prosperous Year.
One of the standard geogra- personally app-arS. W. Pipphies has this to say of New kin who by me being first duly
Mexico:
sworn deposes and says that the
they have just
"The excellent climate of New wheat
Mexico is proverbial. The alti threshed and are now threshing
tude, latitude and peculiar ar- on their land thirteen miles
rangement of its relief forms north o f Clovis, yielded 40
all combine to greatly modify bushels per acre and that it
weather conditions. Its pure tested 62 1 2 pounds per bushel.
invigorating atmosphere,
the This same land last year yielded
continuous sunshine and the 23 bushels per acre.
(Signed) S. W. Pipkin.
noticable absence of extreme
heat and cold make it unsur- Subscribed and sworn to before
passed for healthfulness and me this 14th day of July 1915.
E. H. Robinson,"
comfort, Its curable qualities,
Notary Public.
especially for tuberculosis is a
matter of national reputation, My Com. expires Dec. 17, 1917.
and many diseases common to
D. F. Shinn hereby make a
east are practically unknown to sworn statement that I own the
the natives. An outdoor life, threshing machine which is
especially in the southern part threshing the wheat on S. W.
of the state, is possible for all Pipkin's land 13 miles north of
the year around. The average Clovis and that the yield of
humidity of Santa Fe is 46 per wheat on the land which we
cent, while that of Chicago is 75 have threshed the past week of
per cent."
July 1915 yielded 40 bushels per
ed

that

acre.

CURRY COUNTY

Reports are coming in from
all parts of the county showing
that the farmers are taking a
greater interest in the crops
than ever before. Eastern New
Mexico, and especially Curry
county has produced a good crop
for the past three years and the
prospects at this writing are
better than they were at any
time at this season of the year,
for the past three. The wheat
harvest is now in progress and
many fields will average from
twenty five to forty bushels of
wheat to the acre. An abundance of rain has fallen over the
greater part of the county and
the other crops are in the best
of condition. Live stock of all
kinds are sleek and fat and
many farmers still have unfed
forage stuff left over from last
years crop.
OATS A COMING CROP
Local seed men say that they
have sold many times as much

oats for seeding purposes this
year than ever before and the
crop is in the pink of condition.
One farmer near Claud has a
fine crop of oats which he has
just harvested and its yield was
a pleasant surprise to even the
most optimistic. Another farm
er near Plain has out forty acres
and many others this year are
trying this crop.
BIG MONEY IN WHEAT
What would you say if some
one would tell you where you
could invest five dollars and
make forty, or for every five
invested the return would be
forty dollars. That is just what
some of the Curry County farmers have done this year by raising wheat that harvested forty
bushels to the acre on land that
cost five dollars. Wheat is now
selling at $1.10. This statement
may seem unreasonable but it is
nevertheless a fact Sam Pip
kin of near Claud, twelve miles
north of Clovis has just finished
harvesting this year's crop of
wheat which yielded 40 bushels
to the acre by actual measurepounds
ment and weighed 62
to the bushel. What Mr. Pipkin has done, many others have
also. We have tin our posession
affidavits substantiating
above stated facts in words as
follows to wit:
"Before me the undersigned authority on this day
2

the

(Signed) D. F. Shinn.
Subscribed and sworn to before
me this 16th day of July 1915.
Cash Ramey,
Notary Public.
My Com. expires Sept., 30 1916.

A Bad Egg Makes Good
A breezy fellow calling himself, C. L. Davis (said he was
known as "Poker Dick") blew
into Fort Sumner from the east
one day last week. He got 500
business cards printed, in two
colors, and started out to get
business for the "Standard Produce company, wholesale Eggs,
Poultry and Cheese, Fruits and
Vegetables,
Locust St.,
Long Beach, Cal." He offered
to buy all the rabbits that could
be secured, when the season
cents a pound,
opens, at 22
Los Angeles, and the
f. o. b.
house would pay fancy prices for
were
eggs and chickens-eg- gs
selling for 80 cents a dozen in
Los A ngeles. He was somewhat
embarrassed by not having received an expence remittance,
but that was quickly overcome
by his
friends
advancing him fives and tens.
He got one man for $23. He
grafted the town three or four
days and disappeared Sunday
night, probably for the west, aa
it was learned since that he
worked Clovis in the same way.
The aggregate of his winnings
here will probably never be
known as many of his victims
are not saying anything.
The Review office did not do
business with him, the offer to
print the job for four dollars,
pay in advance being spurned.
It was said he afterwards got
the job done for $3.50. paid for
it with a draft "on the house"
for $10. and took his change in
good coin of the realm.
Fort
Sumner Review.
352-35- 4

1--

2

newly-acquire- d

A. R. Bostic, better known as
"Uncle Sam" is here from Paris
Tennessee, where he is engaged
Mr.
in the banking business.
Bostic is a stockholder in the
Union Mortgage Company.
Reports from Topeka to the
friends of Dave lies and F. W.
Cramer say that a boy has been
born in the family o f each.
Both of these ycung people are
well known in Clovis where they
are employed as machinists.

f

mi n? rwrta uttito
WHEAT

LEFT IN ORPHANAGE.

FACE DEATH TO

NOW SEEKS MOTHER
Early,

GETJEVIL FISH

Lonely Girl

peal for

Virginian Tells of Fight to Land
Specimen for New. York
Museum.

Makes Pathetic
Help

in

Finding

Parents or Friends.
In

g

When They Decide "This Is Our
Roost," Litigation Will Come
to an End.

I Got a Chance
the Lance."

I

New York. I'ndcr Instructions from
City Judge Heall. a Yonkers policeman
turned loose four hens and followed
them to see where they went to roost.
I'pon the report he will make will depend the judge's dcclBl'jn as to the
ownership of the fowl
Mrs .Mary Kntatch of 288 Orchard
street and I.ulgl Cltorea of 290 Orchard street claim the hens. They
went to court nbout It and Judge Beall
quickly realized he would need expert
advice. He decided that the best experts were the hens themselves, and
ordered that they be permitted to
show which was their home
"I want you, officer, to see that there
Is no Interference with justice in this
case," said Judge Beall to the policeman. "We had a spaghetti hound case
here that could not be settled becnuse
someone ate the spaghetti Intended for
the dog. We bad a plgoon case In
which someone got the birds drunk.
Don't let anyone Interfere with the acUsed tions of these hens."

no fear of the boat. There were alx
of them In the school. I bad constructed Hpeclal apparatus for the expedition, one thing being a drogue,
mistakenly called 'drag,' about three
timex as big as is used In catching
whales.
"The only thing to do was to steer
the bout after the Huh and try to get
upon it. As e neared it I launched
ii spude lunce.
The big flch rushed
under the boat, breaking off the
handle of the lance I had no other
weapon of the kind, so I was forced
to use an ordinary whale lance.
"One blow from one of those
film the fish measured eighteen feet across would have wrecked
our crRft
There was nothing to do
but Veep runnliiK the bout up on the
back of the fish. .More than a dozen
timed, as it came to the surfare. It
v onlil lift the bout on Its broad back
out of the water. Each time 1 got a
chance I used the lance, and I drove
It into ihe region of the brain and
heart twenty-thretimes before I finally killed It.
"You ran get some Idea of the size
f! the creature from the fact that It
took t'o launches ten and
hours to tow It twelve miles to my
crimp ueer Cnptlva Inlet."
e
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PLAN

Deep Preparation
ways Advisable.

Is

THICK OF

Fierce Exaltation of Battle Told
by Frenchman.

Time for 8eedlng Must Neceeaarlly
Vary According to the Season-Cl- ean,
Pure Seed Is Especially Recommended.
(By H. M. BAINER,

CERTAIN

Pari. "No more) .jci lament; aa
astonishing calm fill us aa we open
fir upon the Germans who have taken
cover In the houses la the outskirts
Charles Tar-dle-u
of the village." writ
in a recent Installment of hi
"Impressions of a Corporal." published
in tho Figaro.
Trom window, embrasures, from
the cover of doorway they bias away
Forty bodies are strewn aeros
at
the Interval between us; a few wounded; men are scrambling and wriggling
In the mad. LltUo by little wo regain oar breath.
At tho top of tho vmago street debouches a company of German infantry. A hellish Br welcomes them,
bat still they coma on, sowing their
dead by flies, raster and taster w
pomp oar breech bolts. Their first
rank example, they tramp over them;
tho next rank falls, still they come
on. At last their chief, a huge devil
of an officer, who 1 waving them on,
goes down. A now volley drop seven
or eight mora men. This time they
atop, hesitate a second, then tarn and

HEROINE FIRE VICTIM

-

heart-stirrin-

and steel and Its crew Is down beside their overturned piece. We pass

"Into the cross street wo tarn. A
few bodies are lying there; one house
la burning briskly. Spiked helmets
bob over the walls as their wearers

IS CHUM'S

Kxpcrl-mi-n-

Most Easily Determined by Cups
the Teeth Front Teeth Permanent at Four Yeara.

Chiefs of the Runners In Holland Are
Well Dressed snd Their Dens Are
Modern Offices Gusrd
Methods Closely.
.

t

In

smugRotterdam. The romantic
gler wailing for a dark night to run
hla lugger ashore In a cove and then
bury bis bales and "barrels In the sand
has disappeared, but the trade still
flourishes and probably brings more
profit than ever, especially just now In
Holland. The modern smuggler bere,
however, Is Interested chiefly In getting contraband out of the country
rather than bringing It In.
amuggler's
A call at an
den, of which several exist in the center of Rotterdam, probably would reGerman dressed
veal a middle-agein a well cut business suit st a desk,
in front of him small beapa of spices,
grain of various species, oilcake and
raw rubber, and ssmple bottles of
burning and lubricating oils. From
time to time' the smuggler chief takes
tho telephone receiver down and call
a number, and bargains in terse
phrases over the price of job lots of
tho articles, sample of which lie before blm. sent for his approval by merchants and dealers who held stocks
more or less extenslvo before tho now
and strict government regulations calling for an Inventory were issued.
Then follow other telephone calls on
snli-oe- r
or their skipper. The muggier chief 1 trying to arrange for tho
transport of bis illicit exports across
tho birder line Into Oermany or
Freights for this trade are
efforts are
high, and the smuggler'
directed toward beating down the shipper to as low a figure as possible, but
the shipper bold out, for he knows
smugKled goods bring high rates when
safelj brought to their destination.
Torture would not force the smuggler to disclose tho methods by which
they msnags to forward the contraband beyond the closely guarded frontier. It la hinted, however, that many
conveying
railroad cars ostensibly
freight from Holland to Denmark and
from Denmark to Holland are mysteriously uncoupled and disappear
whllf passing over the Intervening
German territory. Dutch fishing boats,
too, often are seised oft the coast by
Germ in patrol boats and taken Into
! German
porta, whence they are re-leased after their cargoes have been
d

bliss Hanaa Helstein,

tho former Norwegian

daughter of
consul-gener-

GIANT

"LIVE"

Amite City Hear Thls "Broth of
Man" Hasn't 8haved In Two

a

Near.
Amite City, La. A reminder of tho
once "Bloody Tangipahoa" la In Jal
bere. He Is Louis Singleton, the most
powerful man physically In Tangipahoa.

i

SMUGGLING IN WAR
Business, Not Romance, Marks
the Contraband Trade.

TELLING THE AGE OF HORSES

A

CAPTURE

2M)-acr- e

MAID OF HONOR

Flax, next to winter wheat, Is probably one of the most certain of the
dry farming cnPh crops. Owing to tho
fact that it Is subject to certain plant
and soil dlReanea. flax cannot be
grown with safety upon tho
same land. To be grown successfully
In a permanent system of farming, It
must be grown as a rotation crop.
Where flax constitutes one of the permanent crops It shouldn't occupy the
land oftener than one In four or five
years. When so alternated it is possible to keep tho land free from diseases, providod the seed flax Is properly treated with the formaldehyde
treatment to prevent the spread of the
disease through seed.

ta,,K,M WfinnHaff men who whim
per, helmets, knapsacks, rifles, strewn
on tho
Ulood everywhere
about,
walls, on the doors, on the paving
Cries, shouted orders, tho
stones.
plaints of the wounded. A stream
of Injured men looking for the surgeon.
"8omewhere a bugle blows the assembly end I rush through the woundr
ed, who sre patching themselves up
as best they can, some dragging a
leg, some with arms In slings.
I
the
Where
"'The major?
major?' "

Without a haircut or shave for two
years, Blngloton looked more like a
huge grizzly bear than a human. Ilia
relatives say that they have been unable to keep blm at home.
Singleton baa two brothers, Walter
lery upon the village. The captain
homeand Esra, and the old
comes running
"'Corporal, what are you loafing stead Is situated three miles north- Walthere for? Find the major and ask east of Kentwood. The brother,
ter, together with Louis Singleton, I
for orders!'
charged with shooting a neighbor
maaimlessly.
The
running,
"I go
jor? Where Is he? Bodies, bodies cow and disturbing the peace.

DRY FARMING CROPS

KAYSKR. Colorado
Htntlnn.1

tSf

'

This photograph, taken during the heat of battle while the Germans
were attempting to drive the Belgians from a position ta the trenches, show
the aoldler of King Albert' army, armed with machine guns, fighting desperately against the heavy odds of tho Germans. In the foreground one of
tho bravo defender of the trench Is seen lying dead.

retreat through tho gardens. A scattered Sro Is heard on all sides. At
tho end of the street, behind a bar'Charger roar the captain. "Give ricade of overturned wagons and wine
tho steel!' Wo rash in, oar two barrels, some of the Germans who still
anglers, their nock veins swelling, hold cut open up on us. 'Charge bayg
playing as tho
note of onet)'
tho charge. A heroic Intoxication
"We rush on, when a shuttered winswells through as and wo ran like be- dow bursts open and the bead of
ings possessed Into tho narrow streets, Lugagne, the bugler of the Third, pops
through the humming ballots.
out, blowing a frantlo charge. Our
"Into boose, through gardens, past comrades, making tho frontal attack,
open doorways tho skirmishers throw have won their way through.
"Sweeping everything before them,
laswiaiili, to come oat with dripping
bayonets.
No more shots death our comrades join us, shouting with
shrieks, groans, hoarse shoots, piteous the joy of bsttle aa they scale the
cries for mercy are mingled with the barricade. By groups, rallied at bas-arwe search the houses. All who
crash of falling furniture, the slamming of doors, the nasty rasp of steel show fight, ire finished; those who suron stooL And over it all the strident render are rapidly hurried to the rear.
note of the charge I
At last there are no living forma but
Trom each house aa It la silenced those clad In French uniforms and wo
poor oar men, some of them wounded. arrive at the other end of the village,
Hatlesa, costless, without their packs; which la now completely cleaned out
one man has discarded hla blouse and
"Our officers, In the dusk, rally their
la working with his sleeves rolled up. men, bringing order out of the confu"Trampling oa tho corpses that sion. Some three hundred prisoners,
trow the way, leaping over obstruc- livid, trembling, are herded Into the
tions, wo msko our wsy up tho street, courtyard of a bouse, under guard of
when a machine gun section appears the sergeant major and twenty men.
In front of us. But before they have They will be well guarded.
"But what la this? Crash! Booooom!
time to unllmbar wo are upon them.
An Instant of hard work with butt They are opening Are with their artil-

at Paris, recently came from Norway
maM of honor at tho mar-rlaThe age of a horse Is most easily to act as Philadelphia
of bar chasm.
hi
Saves Playmates From Possible Dan- determined by the rupa In the teeth. Kiss Helena McKlnley, to Barton
years,
per
horse
Rehas
the
hla
four
At
as
ger and Perishes Herself
Levta, Miss Hetsteta tatroduood Mr.
msnent front teeth. At five, there are La via to ber cham In MIX A year
sult of Burns.
deep black cavities In the centers of all later Was McKlnley Introduced Miss
Pasaslc, N. J. Aa the result of lower nippers. At sx, these cavities Hetsteta to n capUV. in tho Norwo-gla- a
burns suffered In trying to stamp out disappear In the two center lower nipamy and an engagement fol- a bonfire which threatened her play- pers. Two more lose their cavltlea for
mates. Elizabeth T. Green, four years each year to the eighth, and then the
old. the daughter of Thomas M. Green, two center upper nippers lose their
WAY OUT OF COURT
Clifton avenue. Athenla, died In SL cavities, and each year two more, un- SIXGS
til at the age of ten the teeth are all
Mary's hospital.
WHh Burr In Hla Speech Is
Her mother had warned her against smooth, or retain only a small black
Told Not to Let It Happen
speck. After the age of ten the length
Are and when a group of children
started playing around the remalna of of the teeth and tushes must be judged
even then the age can be determined
a bonfire Elizabeth tried to extinguish
Chicago. Joseph MoGUloch has a
the flames. Sparks set fire to her dress only approximately.
In hla speech that betrays bis
and she wns rescued only after she
Highland ancestry, but bo sings.
hyid been fatally burned.
Increase Site of Eggs.
Bo stood before Judge Rafferty and
Salt affects the size of eggs. Just
75 per cent of the contents of an egg heard hla say, "One hundred dollars
Murdered Hla Coualn.
Ellja, Ga. Austin Wright,
who Is water and many advise the use of ana costs."
McOIUoch smiled a rueful smile.
killed his cousin, John Wright, In this plenty of salt In the laying hen's racounty 28 years ago, has returned and tion to Induce it to drink more water. Then, he wss moved to song.
"Stop yoar tlcklln', Jock," ho sang
surrendered liimself to Sheriff Mil- One poultry raiser found by experiton of Gllmnre county. The Wright
ment that hens getting a heavy pro- with aebaekle.
Judge Bafferty"s eyss twinkled.
were chums and In a scuffle Austin portion of salt In their food drank
"Oa" bo said, "but donl let It hap-ye-a
cut John In the leg, Indicting a woind double the amount of water consumed
again."
trom whlcn be bled to death. Ausby hens having unsalted rations. The
MeGiUneh was arrested st Van Butin immediately left and had never eggs from the pen where the hens
rsa street sad Wabash avenue for regot salt were exceptionally large.
been heard from until a few day
fusing to get out of a taxicab.
igo.
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Flax Can Be Grown Successfully
When Used In Rotation System-Sub- ject
to Soil Disease.
(By AI.VIN
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Texas.)
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Corporal Describee he Hoarse 8houta,
the Rasp of Steel on Staol, the
Appeal for Mercy la Street
Fighting.

We all know that early, deep preparation for wheat is advisable. Ground
that has been well plowed or listed
In July or early August and then has
been well cared for since, will insure
a better crop than that prepared later.
August plowing or llBtlng Is better
than that prepared in September.
Ground prepared after September 1
must naturally be worked shallower
and at the risk of not making as good
crop as an early, deep and
seedbed.
This
late preparation
should be well packed by the use of
the subsurface packer' If this cannot
be obtained, the common smoothing
harrow used two or three times over
the Held, immediately after the plow,
will do lota of good. The harrowing
and tramping of the horses will firm
the ground very much. We muBt remember that wheat requires a firm
seedbed.
The time for seeding wheat must
necessarily vary according to the season. Our beat wheat crops come from
sowing from October 1 to October 20,
providing the aeaaon is favorable. Sowing aa late as December 1 often produces good results under favorable
conditions.
Too much cannot be said In favor
of good, pure seed. A great deal of
wheat which will be used for seeding
this fall la badly mixed and is of an
Inferior quality. It pays to sow good
seed, even if It baa to secured slightly
above market prices. It will pay to
run all seed wheat through the fanning
mill. Turkey Red and Kharkof wheats
will be found aa good varieties aa can
be obtained for our conditions. These
are both hardy winter varieties of excellent milling and good yielding qualities. The most of us continue to make
the mistake of sowing too much seed.
Kor our hard lands, 30 pounds of seed
to the acre Is sufficient; if the ground
has been well prepared 25 pounds per
acre la usually sufficient. We must
give our wheat a chance to stool.
It Is a good plan to treat all seed
wheat for smut, whether the wheat appears to be free from It or not. The
formalin treatment is the most reliable.
Sow all wheat with some good, reliable grain drill and cover with the
press wheel attachment, If possible.
The press wheel attachment firms the
ground Immediately around and hbiWe
the seed, and Insures It coming up better. The seed should be sowed deep
enough to come In contact with moist
soil, but this should not be over two
to four inches In depth. Wheat can
be sowed slightly deeper In sandy
soils than In heavy or tight soils.
Let us sow smaller acreage and do
the work right, rather than to sow
land that has been but half prepared.
our
We cannot afford to "hog-Inwheat.
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Philadelphia.
Weary of being alone
the world without knowing where
her mother and other relatives are,
Miss Emma C. Hayes of Binghnmton,
FISH IS 18 FEET WIDE N. Y., has, through a letter, made a
pathetio appeal to Superintendent of
Police Robinson to aid her In a search
In It Struggles to Escape the Monthat she is making for ber parent and
friends.
ster Nearly Wrecked a Two-To-n
The young woman, according to her
Launch Lifts Craft Out of
communication, was placed in a local
the Water.
Catholic orphanage when a child and
The king of devil fisher- kept there until she waa eleven years
New York
to a
men arrived here the other day, says old, when she wr IndenturedSusqueat Frlendsvllle,
the New York Times. He Is Russell family living
with
county, Pennsylvania,
J. Coles of Danville, Va. Down home hanna she
remained until three years
they always call him "Doctor." and whom
when she decided to earn her
the title has clung to him, although he ago,
now nineteen
says he lias no right to It, because, own living. She la
years
old.
youth,
In
his
medicine
studied
while he
"Life without a mother, or at least
he decided to let his possible vicknowing where to find her, It
tims live and declined to take his de- not
wrote to
gree. In private life Mr. Coles Is a somewhat of a burden," she
police department,
leaf tobacco dealer. But for three or the head of the
four months every year he gets away
from business, goes to Florida or the
coast of North Carolina, runs up to
Newfoundland, elsewhere, and pursues
big Huh; he slays them If they won't
bite; he measures them, weighs them,
studies them, Indexes a lot of scientific
data out of them, and sends the specimens to various scientific museums.
Doctor Coles' New Devil Fish.
Doctor Coles was brought to New
York this time by a devil fish. Speak-lnliterally, he sent the fish on to
the Museum of Natural History, and
the authorities of the museum were
so grateful not only for getting the
devil flsli, the first of Its kind they
have posseBBed and the blggeat known
to have been taken, but for aome of Its
most valuable piscatorial treasures,
that they made him a life member of
the institution, a rare honor,
The devil fish Is not an octopus,
fishermen or fish hunters consider
them the hardest creatures In the
world to kill. Though not plentiful,
they exist in tropical waters, and, although they will never attack It unmolested, they become dangerous If attacked.
launch and
"I utied a small two-toMy Mother Called Several Times.
where I landed the big fish was over
one hundred miles south of Tampa, "and t sincerely hope you will suo
Kla.. In the Gulf of Mexico," he said. ceed In finding her for me. There la
"You can see devil fish as they swim no question but that my mother had
along, for their big fins extend above deliberately kept her whereabouts a
the surface. On the 6th of April I got secret, as far as I am concerned,
two, after bad fights, but one meas- while she practically turned me adrift
ured only thirteen and the other four- In this world.
teen feet across, and they were not
"I was born In Philadelphia, or at
as big as I wanted.
least I was told so, and while a child
Monster Rushed for Boat.
was placed In St. Vincent's home.
"It was not until April 11 that I After I had been sent there, my
found the school of devil fish that net- mother and another woman, who, I
ted me the big specimen. I had as waa led to believe, waa an aunt,
en pi a in of the boat Capt. Charlie called to see me several times, but
My
Wllles, whom I had brought from their visits suddenly ceased.
Moorohend City, N. C, and the han- mother subsequently wrote me, givdling of the craft was In charge of ing ber address as No. 42 Oxford
('apt Jack MrCann of Punta Gorda, street."
Kla., one of the best known fishermen
on the west count. The devil fish had FOUR HENS TO SETTLE CASE

"Each Time

SEEDING

Bel-glu-

unloaded, to the evident satisfaction

of tho skippers.
Dozens of Rhine lighters pass dally
up and down the river whose course

runs through Oermany and Holland,
and occasionally one is hold up because of the presence of Illicit cargo;
but It la possible that for each one
stopped several others pass muster
with forbidden goods on board and are
received with welcome by the German
authorities. From numerous points
along the front lor, closely guarded
though It la by Dutch troops, come reports of cattle snd horses being driven
across Into German territory, where
the lines of sentinels are thin or wooda
prevent a clear view.
The gains to be obtained by the running of contraband are so tempting
that the efforts of the authorities have
been rendered futile. Practically half
the Dutch troops now mobilized are
engaged In guarding the frontiers, not
against foreigners but against Dutchmen trying to pas contraband.
It Is
difficult, however, to guard every yard
of the border line and If the attention
of a sentry can be distracted for only
a few minutes this gives the wily
smuggler his chanoe to get across with
bis goods

"BOX CAR

ANNIE"

IS

BACK

Woman Hobo Calls Again for Drug
Curs st Hospital In Kansas City.
Kansas City, Mo. "Box Car Annie"
la back at the General hospital again,,
seeking a second trial of the drug
cure. It was In March, this year, that
the stringent enforcement of the federal drug act sent the womsn hobo
to the City hospital.
After taking
the cure she "bummed" her way south,
visiting Oklahoma, Louisiana
and
Texas.
A few daya ago she felt the old
for drugs coming back to her and
Immediately started north for Kansas
City where, she said, "they have a
fine bunch to help you."
Maggie Draper, alias Annie Smith,
alia "Box Car Annie," Is thirty year
old and a
character In the
western part of the United State. '
She has been a professional hobo for
abort twelve years
do-si-

well-know- n

Average Life of an Officer.
London. It ha been figured out
that the average life of a British officer once he reaches the firing line Is
only 13 days; a cavalry horse lasts tea
days In actual fighting and an automobile about on month

ji
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The BestatAny Price

Compiled by a Substitute While the
Regular Man Wn Away From
.Hit Desk.
A food way to save money on your
gas and eloctrlo light bills la to spend
your evenings at theaters and restaur
nta where the management pays for
the lights.
If your husband's hair shows signs
of falling out, try pulling his ears In-

stead.

They very seldom come loose.

Installment collectors and other undesirable callers can be made to keep
their distance by means of ripe tomatoes served at long range.
A society matron whose position demands that she entertain a great deal
more than she can really afford has
discovered that by serving a few bird
shot with each portion of guinea ben
the guests can be made to think they
axe eating game.
A young wife of our acquaintance
tried for years to break her husband
of the habit of bringing home unexpected guests to dinner. At last she
took the advice of 'a friend and flirted
desperately with the very next man
her husband invited to the house. After
that there was no more trouble. New
York World.

There may be a lot of credit due
man's wife, but she usually demands
cash.
As the twig Is bent the small boy
Is inclined to make a quick

Eight large, raw potatoes,
found:
weighing seven pounds; one quart bot
t
tie of sweet milk, one
loaf of
f
wheat bread,
dozen tea bis
f
cuits,
dozen rollu, fresh; two
packages of ground coffee,
two aluminum salt and pepper shakers, glass cruet filled with vinegar, one
raw onion and two Japanese paper
napkins.

HARDLY BELIEVE

ten-cen-

0V

How Mrs. Hurley Wu Ro
stored to Health by Ljrdia
EaPinkham' Vegetable
Compound.

one-bal-

one-poun- d

A MODERN PORTIA

To MIks Lucille Pugh, the criminal
lawyer of New York, belongs the dls
tluctlon of being the first of her aex
to defend a man accused of murder
This honor Miss Pugh accepts with
the same, unassuming frankness that
characterized her conduct In the do
fenBe of Leroy Polndexter, the negro,
whom she saved from the electric
I
jJ
ymmjj
waw
chair.
Wrong Diagnosis.
Thanks to the skill with which
.
H
One of the prominent clubs of this
Miss Pugh handled the case the first
city gave a contract for the decoration
jury disagreed, and at the second trial
-of their building In honor of the visit
she obtained a verdict of manslaughter
of the fleet, and the decorator con'
in the second degree.
celved the idea that the word "wel
When trying her now famous case,
come" spelled out In signal flags would
Miss PuRh made a remarkable picture.
be an appropriate and beautiful design
Standing but an Inch over five feet,
for the front wall, over the entrance,
her auburn hnir parted at tho side and
He asked a naval officer for directions
drawn tightly around her shapely
and, following the code which (aid
head, her brown eyes glancing from
officer wrote out for him, a very Interthe tense face of the accused negro to
esting result was obtained. Judge of
the Jury of twelve white men, her
the surprise of the contractor when an
right hand outstretched In an appeal
army officer, happening by, asked: "Do
ing manner toward them, her loft in.
dlcatlng
you know what you have written ?'
tha prisoner, she subtly sought to force into the minds of her hear
"Why, welcome," stammered the ers the innocence of the man she was defending. One of the
court officials, who has attended for the last twenty years all the notable
decorator.
"Not by a long shot!" said the army criminal trials In New York, stated that In his opinion, her defense was the
officer. "You have got up there, "To most capable he had ever heard.
h with the army." Ufa.

Then Why Pay More?
THE HOUSEWIFE

Ml?

WOMEN CAN

one-hal-

pastry, none is more
pure and wholesome

HINTS FOR

ftTJ

JkVVTv

No other baking
powder will raise
nicer, lighter biscuits, cakes and

Resembled Dlnlr.j Car.

Jim Sullivan, typical American
tramp, carried a kitchen cabinet under
his coat, and when arrested in Red
Wing, Minn., the following things were

1
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HEAD OF ITALY'S NAVY

Blissful Ideal.
"I hope," said the applicant for sum
mer board, "that you have no mosqui
toes, and that there will be chicken
and fresh vegetables always on the
table, and tbat the nights are Invari
ably coolT"
"Great Scott, mister!" exclaimed
what place are
Farmer Corntosscl,
you lookln' fur? Heaven?"

Prince Louis of Savoy, duke of the
Abruzzl, admiral of the fleet of Italy,
Is known to Americans largely through
the American associations of his Interesting career. He has made several
visits to this country, one of them
resulting In a love affair which, after
world-wid- e
publicity, left the duke
still a bachelor. He Is distinguished
A Flahter.
Flatbush My wife wants to go to as an explorer and mountain climber,
and at the time of the earthquake
Europe this rummer.
What, with all the which destroyed Messina, as well as
Hrnsonhurst
last January, when Avezzano and Its
trouble over there?
vicinity were roughly shaken, he was
"Sure thing; she loves a fight."
a leader In relief work.
From his earliest youth the duke
nut you can never measure a man's
has made his life one of activity and
achievements by his own tongue.
of service. He entered the navy and
came to the United States on board
an Italian warship when be was eighteen years old. He became so interested on his first trip here that he returned some five or six years later,
and then he came again about ten
years ago. On this latter tour of tha
country It was persistently rumored that he and Miss Kathorine Elklns,
daughter of the West Virginia senator, were engaged to be married.
The duke of Abruzzl won moe renown as an explorer and climber of
mountain peaks than in any other of the pursuits to which he bad given
attention. He ascended Mount Ellas. Alaska, made his way to a height of
24,000 feet, the greatest on record. In the Himalayas, and he penetrated far
Into the recesses of the Uganda district of Africa.
Italy's sea chief Is only forty-twyears old. He Is more like an Ameri
can business man in appearance than
European naval officer.

CLEAR YOUR SKIN

6y

Dally

Use of Cutlcura Soap and

Ointment Trial Free.

Tou may rely on these fragrant
supercreamy emollients to care for
your skin, scalp, hair and hands. Nothing better to clear the skin of pimples,
blotches, redness and roughness, the
scalp of dandruff and itching and tha
bands' of chapping and soreness.
Sample each free by mall with 32 p.
Skin Hook. Address postcard, Cutlcura,
Dept. Y, Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
Has the Air.
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be an Important person about here."

" I was troubled witb
Eldon, Mo.
displacement, inflammation and female
weakness. For two
years I could not
stand 'on my feet
long at a time and I
could not walk two
blocks without enduring cutting and
drawing pains down
my right side which
Increased every
month. I have been
at that time purple
in the face and would
walk the floor. I could not lie down or
sit still sometimes for a day and a night
at a time. I was nervous, and had very
little appetite, no ambition, melancholy,
and often felt as though I had not a
friend in the world. After I bad tried
most every female remedy without success, my mother-in-laadvised me to
take Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable
Compound.
I did so and gained In
strength every day. I have now no trouble in any way and highly praise your
medicine. It advertises Itself." Mrs.
T. Hurley, Eldon, Missouri.
Remember, the remedy which did
this was Lydla E. Plnkham's Vegetable
Compound.
For sale everywhere.
It has helped thousands of women
who have been troubled with displace
ments, Inflammation, ulceration, tumors,
Irregularities, periodic pains, backache,
that bearing down feeling, indigestion.
and nervous prostration, after all other
means have railed. Why don't you try
It? Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co,
Lynn, Mass.
w

"Then be is Important?"
He seems to be."

"No.

Estimating the Probabilities.
"My daughter Is having her voice
trained," said Mr. Cumrox.
"Is she a soprano or a contralto?"
"I dunno. I suppose she'll decide
to be which ever costs the most."
rOCR OWM IMMKKIINT WII.I. TF.t.J. XOV
fur IUhI, Weuk. Waturf
'rr liuriD Hyn ltituHlf Kyilldi.t
No Bmnrllii!
IrM and tir.nutalrd
fur iinok of thn Hr
u.t Bio eomfurt. WrttA
T Bail Vr... Hurls JC7 Homed? Co., Cblcuu

But a married men always gets
everything that Is coming to him
and then some.
Red Crofw Bav Blue mnkes the laumlrna
hippy, makca cluthcn whiter than snow.

PACKER'S

Let's remember the kind acts of oth
ers' but foraet our own!

tntlet preparation of merit
lel triiieai dandruff.
Far RaMtariM Color Mil
BtMutr to Gray or Fadew Hair.

All good gruvcra.

Adv.

HAIR BALSAM

Kn. 1.J

The Wretchedness
of Constipation
by
Can quickly be
overcome
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable
act surely and
gently on tne
liver. Lure
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Cartercar Co.
Doaver, Colorado
LIVE AGENTS WANTED
3 6 Broadway
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WILL RENT
MY PIANO

One MadooC
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over, will aot toil or
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OUR NEW SUBMARINE
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SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

DAISY FLY KILLER
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5 Passenger, Gray & $
Da vis, EUetrie Lights'?
and Starter, 25 H. P.
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nesa, and Indigestion. They do their duty.
must bear
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Genuine
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njura aajthtng.
Outran toed effective.
to
private party and
AlldtToMaent
Germany's remarkable develop.
espreee paid for ti.0
give privilege of buying later If
ment of submarine
aUtOLO IOHIU, It O Kl. Art., Break If, V. T
warfare
has
suited and applying root oa price,
aroused the Interest and action of
or will sell now to responsible party
every civilized nation, and the United
LOSSES SURELY PREVENTED
at special price on easy monthly or
SluklH Pint.
Statas Is not behind others In recog- BLACK b? Cattar'a
fnih, nllitjlt; praftnwd bf
quarterly terms. If interested write
WMUro .ujcjm.a aacaUM taiy
nizing Its Importance. In order to demeat once, address MPIXNOM Care
arhara
alaar vaatlaai tall.
velop the undersea arm of the AmerWrlla for bookl.t and InUBsnlili.
Bo 1611, WESTfRN NtWS.
l .00
(IMklH
akia.
Pint
ican navy and to eliminate its presSlaaalif Fill 4.00
PAPtB UNION, Denver, Colo.
ent faults. Secretary Daniels has desTh mparlorltr af Cuuar Dmdueta b dm la am II
of uwclilliliw la aaaalaM and aarani anly.
ignated Capt. A. W. Grant, one of the laara
laalat aa Cuttar'a.
If imnl.uln.fil.. antar dlrrt.
highest ranking officers of his grade, THS CUTTI LABORATOSY.
Saraalay, Calllarala.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
to command the Atlantic submarine
flotilla and exercise general supervision over that branch of the service.
He already has got under way an
For OoTifba, Cotffi
nil
nd plautasper,
ttM flrtt aTRoptomj of
organized effort to put every unit of
inch ailment, fire amaUl doeee of UuU wuDderfal rewtody, mow
auoal tueil la slttoooo.
s
the submarine flotilla In
BPOHN'8 DISTEMPER OOMPODND
condition to perform all of the funcM eMM aod II a botilai 16 and 110 tha dmii of tor tfnuaiti
tions for which It Is designed, and
CbouilaU aud Baetorlolof lata, Uooboa, la(L, O. S. A.
much of his time is spent In Washington and at the various shore staReady money Is seldom ready when
Few women would care to be angel
tions. HIa powers Ih the work of con- you
If they couldn't talk out loud to each
want
some.
to
borrow
I
struction and development are very
other while the heavenly choir Is
large, and he receives every possible
1W.,..
ll
wr.jri irirritot
Important to Mothers
assistance from the navy department
Examine carefully every bottle of
As assistant in this Important task, Captain Grant has Commander
OASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
It is said men who work live longYates Stirling, who is considered one of the leading experts on underwater Infants and children, and see tbat it
est but It may dopend on whom they
craft and who last winter gave congress and the public some interesting
try to work.
Information about the weaknesses of the vessels under his charge.
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In Use For Over 30 Years.
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Hare a rweetnest and tasty
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And all the way from raw
material to your table not a hu
man hand touches the food'
clean and pun as mowfiakes
from the skies.
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goodness distinctively their own.

Ready to eat right from the
package with cream and sugar
or crushed fruit, Post Toasties
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CONGRESSMAN

SEES WASHINGTON

The day after congress adjourned
Ed Keating of Colorado entered on
what considering that he Is a con
gressman was an odd form of vacation. Accompanied by bis wife, Keating became a Washington tourist.
"Well, I suppose the first thing
we ought to see," suggested the congressman to his wife, "is the capltol."

"The

"

"The capltol," repeated Keating.
I've been In it, of course, several hun
dred times, but have always had something on my mind. Many's the time
when I've seen guides pointing out
the historic paintings to tourists that
bad curiosity to know what tbey
were about, but I always figured that
could Just as well wait until I wasn't
quite so busy."
So they hired a guide and were
shown about the capltol. Then they
climbed aboard a big rubber-necwagon and listened to the megaphone
man as he pointed out the homes of
the Nation's great men. After thnt they went up In the Washington monument. Keating had seen It a thousand times or saw It from the wlndo'f of
his hotel room, but never before had he been op close to it.
Ob, they took In everything the tomb of George Washington at Mount
Vernon, the Lee mansion at Arlington, the bureau of engraving even the
pension bureau, because Keating Is on the pension committee. Every little
While they paused to buy souvenir postcards to send home to friends.
k
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food grocers.

And many a chap who talks like a
wise man acts like a fool.

Adv.

It's easier for a young man to raise
a row than a mustache.

3

It's a Picnic Getting Ready for a Picnic
If you choot
Veal Loal
Ham Loaf
Sweet Reliih
Pickles
Spanish OHves
Apple Butter
Jellies
Fruit Preserves
Chicken Loaf
Luncheon Meats m . Pork and Beans
ar

4mm

Mr- -

Ready to Serve

Food Products
)t
froctr'i

Libby, McNeill
Chicago

.
m

rr i i

&

Libby

PROFESSIONAL

The Clovis News
The News Printing Company
Publishers.

Arthur

E.

Curren, Editor.

Entered at the post office at
as second class
matter under the act of March

Clovis, N. M.
3, 1879.
TERMS

$1.00
50c

A contest in which a Ford car
is to be offered as the prize, is
soon to be launched.
Well, we are not going to report on that county commissioner this time, but do not let it
occur too often.
The City has received

ES

REIIGrO-SCIEilTmC'SICEICU-

(A. M. Hove)
The teceipts of live stock

at
the ten principal markets of the
United States for the first six

HlHUMAll PROGRESS

thirty-si- x

traps which have been
distributed throughout the business district.
fly

From all appearances the city
officers have given up the attempt to enforce the speed ordr
Twenty miles is now
nance,

the average speed.
The senatorial bee is buzzing
in the bonnet of some of the
New Mexico statesmen accord-

That
ing to recent reports.
there will be a change is generally conceeded.

Reese & Pardue
Attorneys at Law
Bldg.
Poatoffie
Opposite
Roc m 8 4 and 5.

Office in Worley

5$

2

the

Clovis has a family by the
name of Catt and Melrose a
family by the "name of Blue.
Now if members of each family
become matrimonially
should
inclined, wouldn't a Blue-Catt

These figures indicate that the
shortage in cattle and sheep con
tinues with an export demand
Northincreasingly greater.
west Texas and eastern New
so well adapted by
Mexico,
nature for growing and feeding
stock, will benefit by this condition. The farms are producing great crops of forage and
grain this year which will make
full feeding on the farms this
fall and winter a lucrative

8UE

MOTHIB

I VI

BEGUILED

TMI8 COUPON.

Physician and Surgeon

IT IS WORTH

FIVE

CENTS.

SELIGfO;SCIEHTIFIC SKETCHES

MiMM PROGRESS

1
mm

from an American publication in
1854. It is entitled "Five Cap

tains:"
five Captains
chanced to meet, one Russian.
one Turk, one Frenchman, one

'There were

to

'

K

,

EXPULSION

feathers

Here's to
The Frenchman:
cock of France, whos
feathe. s were never picked.
The American: Here's to the
Stars and Stripes of the United
States of America who never
failed to defeat.
The Englishman; Here's to
the rampant, roaring lion of
Great Biitian, that tore down
the Stars and Bars of Iluss-ia- ,
clipped the wings of Turkey,
picked the feathers of the cock
from
of France and ran like h
the Stars and Stripes o f the
United States of America, .
1

J. A. Smith and wife recently
returned from Nebraska, where
they journeyed in their Ford car.
They report that the high water
has done thousands of dollars
worth o f damage along the
rivers of northern Kansas and
Smith is
southern Nebraska.
going on another Curry County
boosting trip to Oklahoma soon.

nun
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IMUU

FE0U

EDEN

Office in Jackson Bldg.
Opposite Postoffice

Phone

Office

231

-R-

them.

esidence

It will give you expert

269

Chapman

The advice it gives you will
be sound.

DENTIST

It will be your friend in

Over First National Bank.
Phone 95.
New Mexico.
Clovis,

prosperity.

It will assist you to aoid
or overcome adversity.

Keep your money in YOUR
bank and pay your bills
by check.
It is the modern way.
It is the safe way.

Dr. J. R. Haney
Physician & Surgeon

It is the most convenient

Office Opposite Postoffice

way.
ONLY way.

It is the

D. L. Connell, M. D.

It is the way of ALL

Physician & Surgeoa
Office

11.

suc-

cessful men.
Make

it YOUR way.

elks home

office

in

Phone

146.

Res Phone 326

R. R. DUNCAN
DENTIST
Opposite P. O.
Phone 89.
NEW MEX.
CLOVIS,

THE

Office

FIRST
NATIONAL

DR. A. L. DILLON
Physician & Surgeon

...

Over Hears Ffcarnaer
IIhWsms Fhoacl,
Office Phone It

Clovis,

-

S. A. JONES,

New Mex.

President

S.J. BOYKIN, V. Pres.
A. W. SKARDA, Cash.

D. D.

Swear in gin

of the Una of Dra. Presley
of RosweU

Arthur E. Curren
LAND LAWYER
If you expect difficulty
in making proof, let me
help you. Contest work
a specialty. Two years

DR. H. R. GIBSON

Osteopath

Register of U. S. Land
Eight years experience us U. S. Commissioner.

Treats all diseases both acute
and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women.
PATIENTS
1-- 2

Office.

examined free
North Main Strret

CLOVIS,

Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
New Mexico.
Clovis,

Walker's Market
forlall kinds of

Meats and Produce
Phone

Thone

123.

3

Ottawa Star Nurseries
All kirjds of Trees Shiub- bery and B'lowers.
38

123.

NEW MEXICO

years experience.

W. F. MOORE

F. M. MOORE

Local solicitors.

For Sale
drill and Piano.
Cash on stock, balance on terms.
W. F. Braswell.
3 t pd.
4 cows. 1 well

Shoes! Shoes! Shoes! for

all

A. J. Rodes.

JlJl JljlJI JljlJI jl j j! j! j. j j.

Money! Moneyhf
We want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short

e.

IT IS WORTH FIVI CENTS.

Sand this coupon with alavsn othars from this pa par. each bav
Ing a dlffaront number, and 11 cants In stamps for packing and Boat- age. to the INTERNATIONAL
PIBLB STUDENTS AHHOCIATION, Dspl C.
134 Columbia Hsights, Brooklyn,
T., and raoalv FRKB a copy of BIRTH-DA- T
OF MT FRIENDS," pries V canta. This beautiful book la publlihad te
do good not for profit. It contains an appropriate Scripture text and comment
tor every day In the year, with spacea for autographs opposite, eta Handsomely bound; gilt edgea Sample on dleplay at the office of thla paper.

I

Swaarlngn

will be in Clovis from the 15th
to 20th of each month treating:
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat and Fitting; Glasses.

Office 103

&

BANK

to diseases of
the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
and Fitting: Glasses.

Special attention

no-tic-

Ne.

ad-

vice when you are per-

plexed.

E. M.

the family.

3C0O09C

it

II

V v'

e

AVI THIS COUPON.

"
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The Word of Ood must stand, whether it be the word promising Eternal Life or the sentence of Uentb. There Is no
with Ulra, neither ahndow of turning The curse, the
Death SeDtcnre, Toretold by the Lord, wns executed, but not Instantly
Adam was uot stricken lifeless with a thunderbolt
Trom the very beginning God foreknew all. and hud planned
the redemption of Adam. Eve and their children
To this end
Jesua came snd "dietl, the Just for the unjust" A
result ultimately the curxe of death will be removed. "There Hhnll be no
more curse" no more dying, sinning, or crjlnn, nor any more
pain. Revelation 22:8; 21:4, S.
All of us were told, and many of us believed fully, that the
penalty of Kntlicr Adam's dlHohedlence wns eternal torture. In
which all of his poNterlty must share, except a few the saintly,
the Klect Told that this wus the teaching of tho lilhle. we
accepted without proof. I TheBsalonliim 5:21.
Now Christian people examine their Bibles more carefully.
They find that the etirso, or penaltj for Bill, is a totally different one. "The wam of sin Is death" (Romans 0:23.1 "The
soul that stnnetli It shall die." This penalty of death has rented acnliiHt Adinn ond Ills fatuity for six thoiiHsnd years. It tins
brought sorrow, sighing, pain and trouble; it has blighted our
lives mentally, morally and physically. Itornuns 5:12.
It Is this eiirne of death that was pronounced against Father
Adam, according to the Ueucsla sccount snd also sccordlng to
the New Testament "AccurMcd Is the earth for thy sake; thorns
and thistles shall It bring forth unto thee. In the sweat of thy
face sbalt thou est bread until thou return unto the ground
from whence thou west taken, for dust thou art and unto dust
shalt thou return." It Is from this curse that Jesus redeemed
us by dying, the Just for tbe unjust It Is from this death-cursthat Messiah rescues all by a resurrection from tbe dead. "By
man came death, by man also the resurrection of the dead,"- 1 Corinthians 15:21.

the
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;
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Hoep, Rakes and garden tools.
Phone 72. We deliver.

It is your friend.
It is for your convenience.
It will help you save.
It will care for your savinRs
It will pay you interest on

rooaoc

Toasts of 1854
Here is an interesting flipping

politics of the state long enough were never pulled down.
and it is time that the eastern
The Turk:
Here's
portion is coming in for some moons of Turkey, whose
recognition.
were never clipped.

New Mexico.

Clovis,

Dr.J.B.Westerfield

atrrr'.ri

American and one Englishman.

Don't judge a man by his
clothes. God made one and the
Don't
tailor made the other.
judge a man by his family for
Cain was of a good family.
Don't judge a man by his failure in life, for many a man fails
because he is too honest to succeed. Don't judge a man by
the house he lives in for the
lizard and the rat often inhabit
the grander structure. When a
man dies they who survive ask
what property has he left behind, the angel who bends over
the dying man ask what good
deeds he has sent before him.
Exchange.

FAMILY

Hht,

If western New Mexico insists One proposed a champagne
on naming the senator on both supper, each one to give a toast
tickets then the eastern part of of his own native country or pay
the state will likewise insist on for the wine drank.
naming the Governor. Western
The Russian: Here's to the
New Mexico has dominated the Stars and Bars of Russia, that

It is reported that officers of
the United States army along
the border are sending their
families buck home, and eastern newspapers see in this incident verification of the idea
that decisive action in the case
of Mexico is nearly at hand.
At officers me?s the sole topic
of conversation is intervention
in Mexico. But for the alarming German situation, we would,
in all probability now be at war
with Mexico.

riUST

Snd this coupon with elfv.n orhera from this da lit. uch Mar-'n tnnip for
Ins rtllfrent numeer, out! If.
und ooat
ase. to th INTERNATIONAL H1ULF. BTI.'l ir'NTS A HM M AT1UN, lpt. G,
Hrooklyn. N. V., m J n i ive'KKfcK
copy nl "HiRTH-DAY- S
lt Columbia
OF MY 1TKIK.N1.iS," prl It rent- - Tl,: Iwiuilful boon Is pubiuhfld to
Scripture text and comment
do good not tor profit. It contnitie an
for every day In the year, with aparra for aulugraplM oppixMc, tr HandSample on display at ins oKlca of tlila pnpnr
somely bound: gilt adg

make a "catchy" wedding
vitation. -- Fort Sumner Review,

and several milling companies
are becoming interested in the
proposition.
The big wheat
crops raised in t',is section during the past few years is lending encouragement to the idea.

THE

No. 10.

in.

Talk of locating a small flour
mill at Clovis has been revived

J

The New Testament bear out the story of Qeneala, of Mother
Ere'g deception, and that Father Adam yielded to dlaobedlenea
through her Influence. 8t Paul declarea that Adam wu aet
decelTed, and that be therefore bad the greater responsibility.
The Scriptures ererywhere portray that It is through Adam's
disobedience that the condemnation passed npon his entire race.
He was Its responsible head. "By one man sin entered Into the
world, and death by sin. and so death passed upon all men."
Romans 5:12.
The Bible account telle of Mother Era's thirst for knowledge,
and of Satan's taking adrantage of this, beguiling her Into disobedience. We need not suppose that the serpent spoke audibly; rather, as we say, "Actions spesk louder than words." It
la probable that the serpent spoke in this manner.
Uod had authorized our first parents to freely eat of all the
fruits of Psradlae except of the species called "The Tree of the
Enowledga of Good sod EvU." It wss forbidden for a time aa
a test of their loyalty. The eating of the fruit of this tree, they
were forewarned, would bring upon them the curse the Deafli
Sentence. The serpent ste of rsrlous fruits, and aeemed especially fond of the forbidden fruit Obserratlon proved that the
fruit did not kill the serpent, and the inference drawn by Mother Eve waa that God bad forbidden the rise? of the very best
tree In 'Eden, tier conclusion was that God bad a selfUb motive In forbidding the use of tbst fruit; that lie feared His creatures would become a wise as Illmsdf.
Mother Eve did not broach those suspicions to bcr buxband.
She would eat, acquire the knowledge liod was' withholding,
and then sestet Adnrn to It Ccni'Hls
of Kve's disobedience
Adam realized the aerlousui-He
thought of Uio loiin ilnye before tie h:ul her ctiuipnnlonshlp.
In lepprntlon Adam deterNow, be would be louely iikiiIii
mined to Join Eve in the Sin unit Hi pcnnlty
Adiim's deufh
vrn a slow milrlde! Mis rtvlns Insf.'d .nt venr

0,

old reliable
After all
LYCEUM is the best show of
them all. The show house was
Saturday night by
crowded
those desiring to see Mary Pick-for- d
in "Hearts Adrift." The
film was all that it was represented to be.

BANK

LAWYER
New Mexico.

Clovis,

months of 1915 as compared with
the same period of 1914 show a
decrease in cattle and sheep and
an increase in hogs. This year
4.274,836 cattle were received
against 4.304,764 head last year,
a decrease of 29,928 head; sheep
year 5.312,719
received
against 6,866,750 last year, a
decrease of 1.554,031 head; and
hogs 12,655,818 against 10,783,- 212,
an increase of 1,672,606
head.
The fee der cattle end sheep
movemont for June at seven
markets shows a marked de
crease in cattle, being 15.41 per
cent and an increase in sheep
received over last June of 15. 7
per cent. Chicago is not included as no stockers and feed
ers have gone out of this market
in 1915 on account of the quar
antine.
During the eleven months end'
ing June 1, 1915 305.000,000
pounds of bacon were exported,
an increase of 122,000,000 pounds
over the same period last year.
The fresh beef exports were
121,487,000 pounds, an increase
of nearly 116,000,000 pounds;
canned beef exports 65,359,000
pounds, an increase of 61.000.000
pounds; pickled beef 23.723,000
pounds, an increase of 7,000,000
pounds; hams and shoulders
162,233.000 pounds worth
an increase of

THIS IS YOUR

W. A. Gillenwater

this

(SUBSCRIPTION

One Year
Eix Months

The Live Stock Outlook

Plumbing. Repair prompt and
satisfactory. Phone 72.

See us at once!

The
Union Mortgage Co.

1IUAL IETIIIG IliSPUil

Enterprise

OF

IJOUIiiy

Vn'CW
National

I&.

By

Peter Radford.

When you enter the agricultural department of the county fair, you feel
yofcr sour uplifted and your life takes
new power that Is the Inspiraon
tion of the soil. You are overpowered

Farmer'

Union Renders
Service to Agriculture.

By Peter

FAIR

Radford.

P

The National Farmers' Union will
hold Its annual convention In Lincoln
Nebraska, on September seventh, and
will round out the eleventh year of
Its activities In the Interest of the
American plowman. When that convention is called to order every farmer in America should pause and bow
his head in honor of the men gathered there to render a patriotic and
unselfish service to agriculture. That
organization, born In the cotton fields
of Teias, has grown until geographically it covers almost the whole of
the United 8tatts and economically
It deals with every question In which
the welfare of the men who bare
their backs to the summer sun are
Involved. It has battled for a better
marketing system, rural credits, cheap
money, diversification, sctentiflo production, agricultural legislation and
baa carried on its work of education
and
In season and out
The Farmers' Educational and Cooperative Union of America brings
the question of organization squarely
before every farmer In this nation.
Without organization the farmers can
neither help themselves nor be helped
by others and through organization
and systematic effort all things are
possible.
The farmors of the United States
contribute more and get less from
government than any other class of
business. Thoy have better securities
and pay a higher rate or interest
than nny other line of Industry. They
market more products and have less
to Bay In fixing the price tliun any
othor business and tliay gut more
pnlltif'ttl lincoml)ii uml loss constructive legislation tlinn any oilier class
of people. The fanners can only
such inllueiice in business, in
government and In economics as will
enaldo lie in to shore equitably the
fruits of their labor through organization and every farmer on American
soil who desires to help himself and
his fellow plowmen should rally
round the Union.
e

I

POLITICAL GOSSIPS

O

by the grandeur and magnificence of
the scene that Is the spirit of the
harvest. You can bear the voice of
nature calling you back to the soil-t- hat
is opportunity knocking at your
door. It Is a good chance to spend a
quiet hour In contact with the purity
and perfection of nature and to sweeten your life with Its fragrance, elevate
your Ideals with its beauty and expand
your Imagination with Its power.
These products as food are fit for
the gods, and as an article of commerce they ought to bring
prices on any market In the world.
The products of the soil are teachers
and preachers as well. Their beauty
gives human life Ha first entertainment, their perfection stirs the genius
In artists; their purity furnishes models for growth of character and their
marvelous achievements
excite our
curiosity and we Inquire Into the wonderful process of nature.
Before leaving the parlor of agriculture where nature Is parading In her
most graceful attire and science is
climbing the giddy heights of perfecretrotion, let us pause and take
spective view.
How many' of you
e
know that after th.-swonderful products are raised, they can seldom be
marketed at a profit? Take the blushing Elberta, for example they were
fed to the hogs by the carload last
year. The onion the nation's favorite
vegetable every year rots by the
acre In the Southwest for want of a
market and as a result hundreds of
farmers have lost their homes. Cottonnature's capitalist often goes
begging on the market at less than
cost of production.
It is great to wander through the
exhibits while the band Is playing
"Dixie" and boast of the marvelous
fertility of the boII and pride ourselves
on our ability to master science, but
It Is also well to remember that there
is a market side to agriculture that
does not reflect Its hardships In the
exhibits at a county fair.
tip-to- p

UNIVERSAL PEACE

When one class of people has

any-

ical lawyers, political preachers and
masculine women are powerful In
politics and dissension, selfishness. Intolerance and hysterics run rampant
In public affairs, for when the low,
damp, murky atmosphere of misunderstanding envelops publlo thought
It breeds political reptiles, vermin,
bugs and lice which the pure air of
truth and the sunshine of understanding will choke to death.
We have too. many
interpreters or Industry who are
of grasping the fundamental
principles of bushiest and who at best
can only translate gossip and add
No busicolor to sensational stories.
ness can stand upon error and might
rules right or wrong. No Industry
can thrive upon misunderstanding,
for public opinion Is more powerful
than a King's sword.
suspicion and
When prejudice,
class hatred prevail, power gravitates
Into the hands of the weak, for demagogues thrive upon dissension and
statesmen sicken upon strife.
The remedy lies In eliminating the
middleman the political gossip and
this result can be accomplished by
the muuagers of business Bitting
around tho table of Industry and talkIntering It over with the people.
change of Information between industries and the people is as necessary
to success In business as Interchange
In commodities, for the people can
only rule when the public understands. Away with political Interpreters who summon evil spirits from
their prison cells and Ioobh them to
prey upon the welfare of the people
In the name of "My Country."

PHILIP
Philip, the Macedonian king, while
drowsy with wine was tryfr.g a case
and the prisoner after sentence was
pronounced, exclaimed, "I appeal."
"And to whom do you appeal?" In"I
quired the astonished monarch.
appeal from Philip drunk to Philip
sober," replied the prisoner, and the
king granted the request and at rehearing gave the prisoner bla liberty.
The people drowsy with the wine of
discord ofttlmes pronounce a verdict
on publlo questions which they reverse
in their "lore calm and deliberate moments. The next best thing to make-lndo mistakes la to correct them.

Rain, rain and still it rains
looking fine.
and crops
Curry county has a good fruit
crop this year. And the land
seekers have already began
coming.
Just watch Curry
county land go up in price.
Mrs. A. Stubble entertained
her Sunday School class Saturday afternoon, quite a number
were present and all report a
nice time.
The Enterprise string band
met at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Snell Tuesday evening to practice for the Literary, which will
be July the 24th.
The visitors at the Braswell
home Sunday, were Mr. and
Mrs. Mitchell, Mrs. Waits, Miss
Winnie Waits, Creston and
Frank Walker, Bryan and Johny
Kingery.
Mr. Gilliland and family, of
Wise county, Texas, who are
visiting at Jim Holden 's and
looking for a location, are well
pleased with this country and
we hope they will locate in this
community.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Walker
visited at the Kingry home Sun
day.
Mrs. Edd Homan and Mrs. A.
Stuble called on Mrs. Woodward
Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Whooten, of Clovis, vis
ited at the Zwissler home from
Saturday until Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson and
family visited at the Carnihan
home from Saturday until Mon
day.
The visitors at Grandma Mc
Gregor's Sunday were Mesdames
Zwissler, Woote'n and Hershey
Misses Clara Zwissler,
Eletha Lock and Grace Rodgers.
Misses Clara Zwissler and
Grace Lewis called on Mrs.
Friday afternoon.
D. H. Holden and grandson,
of Lakeview, visited with Jim
Holden Saturday and Sunday.
Those on the sick list this
week are John F, Taylor and A.
Stuble. ,
Edd Homan has accepted the
employment of buying mules for
the army. He has bought him
self a new automobile.
The visitors at the Stuble
home Sunday were Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. Braswell,
Messrs Snell, Woodard and Ben
Snell.
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GROTS
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Saturday or Monday
PLENTY OF

Alberta Peaches
IN BUSHEL BASKETS

Get your order in before
they are all gone!
Headquarters for Fruits and
Vegetables of all kinds
and

GROCERI ES
orris Grocery Go.

Hoi-de- n

cumberance to trade for deeded
quarter, close in and modern.
What have you to offer for
good 1G0 acres deeded land,
within 3 miles of town. Income property .desired.
Good 3 room house, close in,
west side $300. Lot worth price
asked.
Several good four room houses
close in, must go cheap for cash.
Many other bargains in city
realty and lands, ask for descriptive list.

especially If he is mar
rled would deny woman any right
she demands. Take the earth and
give us peace, but why does womun
lung for the ballot?
When all la said and done, Is not
the selection of the butcher more important to the home than the election
or a mayor; Is not the employment of
the dairyman a far more important
event in the life of the children than
the appointment of a postmaster; is
not the selection of books for the
Curt en Agency.
family library more Important than
voting bonds for jail and court house?
Why does woman lay aside the Important things In life? Why leave the
substance and grasp at the shadow?
First Methodist Chu rch
He It said to the credit of womanJuly 25th.
hood that it is not, as a rule, the
woman who rocks the cradle that
We want all of our people to
wants to cast the ballot; It la not come to Sunday School and work
the mother who teaches her children
to say "Now I lay me down to sleep" for the Sunday School. Preachthat harangues the populace; It is not ing by the pastor 11 a. m. and
the daughter who hopes to reign as at R n. m. we ioin the other
queen over a happy home that longs
for the uniform of the suffragette. It churches in a union service atithe
A cordial in
is, as a rule, the woman who despises Lyceum Theater.
her heme, neglects her children and vitation to all.
scorns motherhood that leads parade
J. H. Messer, Pastor.
and smashes windows.
No man

WE WILL RECEIVE

and

This nation Is now In the midst of
controversy as to how best to pro
mote universal peace. That question
we will leave for diplomats to dis
cuss, but peace within nations Is no
less Important than peace between
nations and It Is heavily laden with
prosperity for every citizen within
our commonwealth.
Many leading politicians and ofttlmes
political platforms have declared war
upon business and no cabinet crisis
ever resulted. Many men have stood
In high places and hurled "gas bombs"
at Industry; thrust bayonets Into business enterprises and bombarded agParty
riculture with Indifference.
leaders have many times broken diplomatic relations with Industry; sent
political aviators spying through the
Real Estate Bargains
affairs of business, and political submarines have sent torpedoes crushing
Into the destiny of commerce. Dur$2,100.00 buys good half secing the past quarter or a century we
have fought many a duel with prog- tion, level mixed land, within 8
ress, permitted many politicians to
good five room
carry on a guerrilla warfare against miles of town,
and wind mill
well
house,
civilization and point a pistol at the frame
heart of honest enterprise.
all fenced, . out buildings, bearNo man should be permitted to cry
out for universal peace until his rec- ing orchard.
ord has been searched for explosives,
Good half section of-- level land
.
r
r
for no vessel armed or laden with
the wheat Deit, nrst i4i,ouu
in
munitions of war should be given a
clearance to sail for the port of Uni- takes it.
versal Peace. Let us by ell means
Good bnngalow house worth
have peace, but peace, like charity,
$1500
and on which is $400 in- should begin at home.

a

thing to say, It has become largely
the custom to make a political Issue
out of It Instead or a friendly discussion, to print It in a law book Instead
or a newspaper and to argue It before a jury Instead of to settle It In
the higher courts of Common Sense.
As a result, political agitators, polit-

Echos

Phone 25.

3?
Dog Owners Notice
Dogs must be registered and
tax paid to City Clerk to exempt
them from the Pound Man. I

G

am instructed by Mayor and
City Council to in force this
ordinance. So if you want to
keep your dog, get a tag for it
or we will have to take it in
charge.
Chas. D. Irvine.

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone

Pi

All Prices Reduced
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to

$6

Per Suit

Summer Numbers Remaining in Stock
Reduced as Much as $6 per Suit
Woolens Must Go

Serges, Palm Beaches, Worsteds, Cassimeres,

Mohairs, Linens All Prices Reduced
COME Ifl

j

WITHOUT FAIL!

TO-DA- Y

Save Money

Order Your Summer Suit
on

Finest

Made-to-Measu- re

Clothes

Elder's Tailor Shop
Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing.

L

Telephone 96.
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Education and high milk yields go
bund In hand
A sunny, clean barn means more
contented cows.
Recordkeeping tends to Increase
of the herd by
the
elimination process.
The ration for the dairy cow should
be bulky, well balanced, palatable, digestible and economical.
Until we get perfect animals we
should poarcli for a sire that In some
particulars is superior to the cows In
our herds
The tlrut step In the production of
clean milk is to arrange to keep cows
clean.
It Is hopeless to advise dairy farmers who are opposed to silos, duiry
papers and things that cost a little
time and money.
It Is nn expensive operation to supply grain to cows with which to build
up energy to tight files.
Prepotency does not come by

chance, but through years of proper
breeding for certain characteristics
anil a specific function.
During hot, dry weather when flies
are troublesome, it pays to let the
calves stay inside all day and let
them run in the yards or pasture at
night.
One of the greatest points In feed-Ircalves !b not to overfeed.
VVe need to have
clear idea of
what: breeding does, or what feeding
does, or what care and environment
do, if we secure and maintain
profitable dairy herd.
Is a habit that responds
to encouragement or neglect It is a
function that may be developed or diminished by the treatment accorded
the cow.
Lines of breeding which a, century
has evolved and stamped with approval, ought to prove safer than the
theories of a single mind, made tangible In a few heterogeneous crosses.

USE SWEET CLOVER
TO IMPROVE SOILS

bees Not poisoned

College
Agricultural
RecogNewly
Where
Shows
nized Crop Is Profitable.

Kansas

Sweet clover excels alfalfa at a
rattle pasture and Is superior to all
other crops for Improving soils de
flcient In organic matter, though It
lias been lately overrated as a crop
to grow under alt circumstances,
These conclusions are reached as a
result of investigations by the agron
omy department of the Kansas State
Agricultural college.
"In the past two years," says C. C.
Cunninghum, assistant In
tive experiments, "there has taken
place in the popular mind a radical
change in opinion regarding sweet
clover. Once considered a noxious
weed, It is now recognized as a valu
large extent sweet
able crop. To
clover is deserving of this change of
opinion regarding It, but, like any
new crop that suddenly comes Into
favor, it has been overrated for growing under all conditions.
It has
proved valuable, however, under cer
tain conditions and for special purposes.
"Sweet clover can be grown to advantage for hay on some soils not
adapted to alfalfa or red clover. It
Is, however, a substitute for these
crops and is useful for hay when the
more valuable kinds cannot be successfully grown.
"Sweet clover Is of value as a pasture and soil Improvement crop and
will undoubtedly be extensively utilProperly
ized for these purposes.
handled, sweet clover will furnish
more pasture than moBt other pasture crops, especially on the poorer
types of soils. It excels alfalfa as a
pasture for cattle. In that It rarely
causes bloat. Sweet clover la superior to all other crops for use In
Improving soils deficient In organic
matter."

MILK IN
THE WARM MONTHS

COOLING

Spring Water Must Be Supplemented With Ice in Order to
,
Secure Low Temperature.
Artificial means are necessary to
cool milk in warm weather, and it
should be cooled promptly after drawing. It la advisable to cool It to as
near 40 degrees as possible. Sterilize
the vessels and use care In drawing
the milk, promptly chilling it and
there will be no trouble experienced
with an excess bacterial count A high
bacterial count Is often the result of
the milk not being promptly or properly cooled. Use the thermometer
frequently to ascertain whether the
temperuture is low enough.
Milk will keep longer before it turns
our if it Is drawn with reasonable
rare, chilled to 40 degrees at once and
kept below 60 afterwards. Spring water Is often used by farmers to cool
the milk, but It must be supplemented
with ice in order to secure as low a
tempemtvre ns la desirable to obtain
br" - !'!.

g

Mllk-givln-

orchard sprays
W. Woodworth.

There has long been a belief that
spraying blossoms with arsenate ol
lead or other poisons would kill th
bees that visited the blossoms aftei
spraying in their search for honey.
Prof. C. W. Woodworth of the Unt
verslty of California has conducted
some careful Investigations
In th
Pajaro valley, which are related by
him in Gleanings In Bee Culture,
showing that this fear Is groundless,
that the spraying can be done at the
time best for codling moth control, and
that the bees can visit the blossoms
without Injury.
A colony of bees from the university
at Iterkeley was shipped to Watson-vllland placed in the midst or a
apple orchard at Watsonville just
before a heavy spraying with arsent
cals was given.
After being kepi
there for some time without apparent
Injury to the bees, the hive wai
shipped back to Berkeley and kept
closed until a number of the beet
were ead.
These were taken out
and a considerable amount of arsenic
was found upon them, but it was all
on the outside, coming there by con
tact, as would dust or powder of any
kind. No Internal arsenic was found
and the arsenic apparently had notu
ing to do with their deaths. There
was likewise no trace of araenic in
the honey gathered by the bees front
the blossoms sprayed with arsenlcala
The right idea Is to spray when th
blossoms need it. Keep bees if convenient to pollinlze the blossoms, but
do not worry about the effect of th
spraying on them.
e

DOES MUCH

DAMAGE

Insects Will Soon Strip Tree ol
Its Foliage Spraying Will
Destroy Them.
A few colonies of the tent caterpil
lars, which you can Identify by the un
sightly web nests, or tents, that tbey
make In trees, will soon strip tree ol
its foliage. The nests may be either
cut out and destroyed, or burned with
a torch, taking care not to seriously
Injure the tree. The masses of eggs
from which these nests of caterpillars
hatch are laid on the trees in early
midsummer and may be seen and destroyed when the leaves fall.
Spraying the trees with parts green
(one-hal- f
pound to fifty gallons of wa
ter) or arsenate of lead (two pounds to
fifty gallons of water) while the cater
pillars are small will dispose of them.
On the stone fruits, such as cherries,
peaches and plums, these poisons must
be used with caution, or they will In
jure the foliage. Arsenate of lead Is
safest and sticks better.
Either arsenate ot lead or parts
green should have the milk from two
or three pounds of lime added to earb
0 gallons of mixture to neutralize
their caustic actios

the

States

United

'

A

cises. The formal presentation was
made by Wallace Plorson of Cromwell,
Conn., president of the National Rose
society.
The roses have been growing in
the experimental farm for about two
years. They were donated by florists, both amateur and professional, living
in an sections or tne country. The roses are being grown for the purpose
of ascertaining the effect of this climate on the different kinds of plants.
Similar testing gardens have been established by the National Rose society
at Hartford, Conn.; Minneapolis, Minn.; Ithaca, N. Y., and others are now
Being estuDllslied on Long Island and at San Francisco.
Two years ago the department of agriculture set aside about two aere
of ground In the experimental farm for rose testing. The rose plants were
supplied ny various rose growers doBirlng to have different species tested
One of the greatest pieces of en bridges, and 21,000 more than the
jne testing or rose Dueties takes three years. They are examined bv gineering of modern times is slowly fumous Firth of Forth bridge In Scot-lauexperts at frequent Intervals during this poriod and an accurate record kept nearlng completion In New York city.
or ineir growtn ana performance.
Some of the pieces of steel weigh
It is a giant steel arch bridge, with approaches and several miles of connect 200 tona apiece, as much as the ordirailway bridge weighs
t
ing raised track which will nmke pos- nary
Silkworms
Work In National Museum sible the running of through trultin when complete.
When completed, the bridge with Its
from Boston and New England through
New York city to the South and West approaches will coBt cloBe to f 30,000,-000- .
army
SMALL
of silkworms Is busy In the older building of the United without the necessity of ferrying as is
It was deHlgned and Is being conStates National museum, gorging Itself on mulberry leaves, and anlnnlns now the Case. The glunt span is being structed under the supervision of Gus-tucocoons irom wnicn tne biik thread ana fabrics are made. The case contain erected over Hell Gate, and when comLlndenthul, former bridge commisIng the live silkworms forms the be
pleted will bo the heaviest and longest sioner of New York city under Mayor
ginning of a series of exhibits showing
single-spasteel arch bridge In the Low.
I SILK
what silk Is, how it Is manufactured,
The drawing also shews part of huge
world. Only five bridges will be longer,
and many samples ot the various prodThere are
and they are not arch bridges. Eighty arch under construction.
ucts derived therefrom. This section of
thousand tons of steel will go Into the 30,000 tons of steel in the portion bethe division of textiles takes the vis
arch, which will be 1,000 feet long be- yond the abutment. From the ground
itor on a brief tour of instruction In
tween abutments. Four tracks will run to the superstructure above the abutsilk literally from the worm to the
over It, and each foot will be capable ment is a dlstnnce of 275 feet. It will
gown. The exhibit Includes examples
of supporting 8,0nfl pounds more than have to tie built 15 feet higher before
of practically
every kind of fabric
either the .Manhattan or Quecneboro the work Is completed.
manufactured from silk In this country and abroad, as well as dyed and
printed silks. Each worm wlmU about
ROSE FROM LOW POSITIONS
itself a cocoon composed of a single thread from 300 to 700,yards in length. PRESERVATION OF TIES
The time consumed for spinning is usually from two to Ave days.
Heads of Great Railroads Who Have
A case of preserved specimens shows the cycle of life of this industrious
Made Their Way From Comparalittle animal. The egg of the silk moth Is about the size of the head of a NDUSTRY .18 CONSTANTLY ADtive Obscurity.
small pin, and hatches In about ten days into a tiny worm. Its growth from
VANCING IN IMPORTANCE.
this minute form takes about a month, during which time it develops into a
Only three of the twenty men who
very respectable worm about three and
f
Inches long and
are at the head of the great railroad
of an inch in thlcknesj. Upon reaching Us maturity, Jhe worm stops fcecUog,
systems of America today held those
and begins to crawl about in search of a place In which to spin Its cocoon. Railroads Have Recognized the Im
positions ten years ago. There was a
portance of the Work, and Every
Within the flhUhed cocoon the silkworm sheds Its skin, and passes Into
when the list of railroad chiefs
tlmi
pupa,
chrysalis,
stage. If the cocoon Is not put through a stovlng or
or
the
Kind of Encouragement Is to
wa a catalogue of Goulds, Hunting-tons- ,
stifling process, which kills the chrysalis inside, It will become a grayish-whit- e
Be Given to It.
Ilarrlmans, Vanderbllts and milmoth in about two weeks more, and break Its way out of one end of
lionaires genernlly. Now, with the exIhe cocoon. Such procedure, however, Is allowed only when silk moths are
StntiHtics show that wood preserving ception of Stotesbury of the Heading
needed for breeding purposes, since In breaking its way out the moth pUBhca is one of the nioul rapidly advancing
through every layer ot the fllnment, thus making the cocoon useless for Industries in the country. In ixit'i there who Is a banker, and L. W. Mill of tlsJST
Ureal Northern, who Is a son of J. .1.
reeling, and of value only for spun silk.
were 1" plants in the United Stutes; In Hill, nearly every man has worked his
In order to reel the cocoons, they are first Immersed In boiling water, 1014 there were 122 plants of all kinds,
way up from a lowly position.
and bruBhed, to rid them of the loose outer (ilaments. The true thread is 100 being of the
r
type
Ripley, the giant who pilots the
then unwound almost to the chrysalis, but the Inner lining is far too fine to .Nlnety-roii- r
or these plants lust year
began obscurely as a clerk.
be reeled, and Is used with the outer waste in the manufacture of spun silk, used more t tin n 79,000,000 gallons of Alchluon,
Underwood, who Is evolving the Krie
A single cocoon strand Is too fine for commercial use, and la, therefore,
creosote oil, more thnn 27,000.000 from a Joke to a railroad, was a brake-man- .
combined with several others to make a single thread of reeled silk. One pounds of dry zinc chloride and nearly
pound of
reeled silk will reach a distance of about 180 miles.
2,500.000 gallons of other preserva
Wiilard of the Dultlmore & Ohio,
tives, such as coal tar and crude oil chosen representative of the eastern
treating a total of nearly 160.000,000 group of railroads when difficult misHow Army
Get Back to the Colcrs eubln feet of timber, an Increase of sions have to be undertaken, was a
about 7.000.000 cubic feet over 1913 fireman.
and of 3r,000.000 cubic feet over 1912.
Elliott, savior of the New Haven,
system
with the
of honorable restoration to the colors now in
The most Important consumers are
IN connection
at the United States disciplinary barracks at Fort Leavenworth. the large plants In which railroad ties was a rod man.
Kan., and the branches at Alcatraz, Cat., and Fort Jay, N. Y an Interesting are treated. The preservatives ma ganMarkham of the Illinois Centrul be
as a section laborer.
exhibit of the system of military in terially lengthen the ties' period of
Iiush, who Is slaving night and day
struction required at these places service, lessen the labor cost Involved
previous to returning general prison- by renewal and decrease the drain to put Missouri Pacific on its feet, did
not have to work quite so hard when
ers to duty with companies of the upon the forests due to
To
regular army Is on view in the office some extent the treatment of fence he received his railroad baptism aa a
of Adjutant General McCain at the posts and other forms of farm timber rodman.
Hea of the Pennsylvania is a product
war department.
is being taken up, an Inexpensive ap
It is a representation In sand, on paratus and method having been de of the engineering department
Earltng, president of the St. Paul.
a reduced scale, of an Infantry trench, vised by the department of agricul- was
a telegraph operator.
which the members of disciplinary or- ture; but as yet the use of wood preSmith of the New York Central,
ganizations are required to be pro servatives by farmers Is on too small
ficient in constructing.
Many of the a scale to have any Importance In the llannarord of the Northern Pacific.
Mohler of the Union Pacific, Sproule
Kinds or revetment now in use are total, while the practice of treating
shown the sandbag, sod, fascine, gabion, hurdle, together with the methods telephone poles la in Its Inclpiency In of the Southern Pacific, Gardner of the
Northwestern, Thomas of the Lehigh
AH men who desire restoration are put through a regular this country.
of fastening.
Valley, Mudge of the Rock Island, etc..
course on modeling these trenches in sand In a "sand table," as well as In
"With the rapid advance of this In- have forged their way up from
the lowstruction in constructing overhead shelter, slgzag approaches, pits, barbed dustry as a wbolo," says the report,
rungs to the ludclor.
wire entanglements, etc.. In miniature. After the prisoners have become ex "the choice of preservatives has been est
pert at the modeling game tbey are transferred to the open fields, where fairly well established, but the kinds
Increasing 8afet en Railroads.
they reproduce the work on the normal field scale.
and classes of materials to be treated
On the railroads In the United
work Is a very small part of a very thorough
The
need development along certain lines. States the
number of nnisenenra
course of instruction required to be takon before a man Is considered as In Germany and other European counklllod In 19H was V
of whom only
qualified for restoration to the army. The course Includes, also, drills, in tries practically all cross-tie- s
laid by 71 were killed In train accidents
a
structlon In target practice, estimating distance and military signaling (flag the railroads are treated with chemiMany restored men have boen promoted to be noncommis cals or preserving oils In this coun- smaller number than in any years
and semaphore).
sioned officers. One of the latter Is used to give lectures to the noncom try but 30 per cent ot the ties pur- since 1898. The number ot railroad
missioned officers In his regiment, while the reports as to character from a chased by the railroads are subjected employees killed, 2,892, In the year,
showed a similar decrease, it having
large per cent of those restored show "excellent"
to such treatment The number of been more than 3,000 for each
of the
poles treated In this country is a very four preceding yoara.
The number
small per cent of the total in use."
of trespassers killed that Is, of per
Vagaries
Naval Observatory Exposes North
sons waiKlng on the railroad tracks
Quaker Japanese Minister.
and bridges or stealing rides was
A unique feature of the meeting of 8,471, aa compared with 6,558 for 1913.
very
a
Interesting
curious
and
observatory
has
machine,
HE
erected
naval
1
was the approbation given to Of this class the number of fatalities
1 whose purpose la to see just how much the North pole falls from grace. Quakers
"recording" as a minister of the has Increased at a pretty constant rate
Thla Instrument is in charge of Prof. F. E. Ross, who la making the experi the
Gospel of Hunjl Klda, a
for the last 25 years.
ments. The object of this new work
Japanese mission worker In the
In other words, the railroad com
Is to find Just what are the variations
church. This action la analogous to panies having control of their trains
fWHYaHOUlPI
of the pole. Of course, to a layman
"ordination" In other denominations.
endeavor to reduce deaths from ac""""N. i V USTANP IN TlfSArlf
It seems strange to hear any reflecTH'
IlunJI Klda !s the first Japanese in cidents by Improving the roads and
'(iffiX
tion cast upon the upright conduct ot
America to be permitted to use "Rev." the train equlpmont and by the
the North pole, which was supposed
before bis name In the Quaker church, aervance of caution. They are su
to remain always an example of unand be la the only Quaker Japanese ceedlnir In reducing the number
flinching, steadfast devotion to keepminister In America. He has been accidents to persons traveling on
ing its position. Yet, as even a Jove
prominent in Friends, mission work trains.
may nod, so one must accustom one's-sel- f
among hia own people under the auThe railroad companies cannot pre
to the sad realization that the
spices of California Friends for some vent trespassing on their rights ol
pole actually "wobbles."
way. The habit of trespassing does
years. Exchange.
'
The Instrument la a small house
not docrease, and so the deaths ol
on the observatory grounds. It resembles a water tank standing on end, but
trespassers do not decrease. ColumRailroad Not to Blame.
la ornamented with scientific paraphernalia.
A railroad company is held not liable bia (S. C.) State.
Contrary to the commonly accepted belief the pole does not keep pointing in the same direction. Us axis Is moving about constantly In a spiral In James vs. Atlantic Coast Line RailGlobe Trotting.
and describes a path which varies at least 60 miles from Its true station. road company, L. R, A. 191511. 163, for
The
best
time made so far bv the
geese
killing
because
on
of
the
track
same
point
gain
one
other,
30
and
on
will
miles
side
rate
the
the
Ita farthest
"globe trotter" goes to the credit ol
but it ha not yet been known to make any wider awing out if Its standard failure to sound an alarm unless they John Henry
Menrs. who, In 1913, went
could have been seen by keeping a reaposition.
around the world In 35 days 21 hours
Its variations are In periods extending over seven years. The pole sonable lookout In time to avoid the and
4 seconds. The next best time
f
years In swinging outwards, then the same Injury and the engineer failed to sound
spends about three and
was made by
t
In 1911
time In retracing Its steps. At the present the pole is going on lta outward an alarm, which was the proximate 39,
19, 42.
cause ot the Injury.
veyage and will take more than a year to complete the trip.
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Results of Carefully Conducted
Investigations by Prof. C. .
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WASHINGTON. The formal presentation to the United States government
ii or more tnan 4uu varieties of roses now growing In the exoerlmontnt
farm of the department of agriculture at Arlington, Va., took place the other
day at a gathering of prominent
roaarians from all sections of the
.
country. The roses were accepted on
ttehnll of the government by Dr. W.
;Jf;
A Toyl0'1. director of the bureau of
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SYNOPSIS.
Brarlett, an American soldier of fortune In the employ of the Krench Imperial Police at tha outbreak of the Fran- war, la ordered to arrest
r.uckhunt, a leader of tha
and auapectad of having stolen
the Krench crown Jewels. While searching for Buckhurst, Scarlett la ordered to
arrest Countess da Vassart and her group
of aoclallats anil escort them toI the Martian border. Brarlett finds fly via Riven
of tha Odeon disguised as a peasant and
carries her to La Trappe where the
countess and her friends are assembled.
All arc arrested. Tha countess saves
Bcarlett from a fatal fall from the roof
of tha house. Ho denounces tluckhurst
as the leader of tha Keda and the countess conducts him to where Buckhurst la
descend on
secreted.
German
Uhlan
the place and Buckhurst eacnpes during
the melee. Brarlett Is wounded. He recovers consciousness
tn the countess'
house at Morabronn. where ha Is cared
for bjr the countess. A fierce battle la
fought In tha streets between Krench
and Prussian soldiers. Buckhurst professes repentence and returns the crown
Jewels to Brarlett. He declares he will
Brargive himself up to tha authorities.
lett double his sincerity. Buckhurst urges
Buckgo
to
countess
Paradise.
to
the
hurst admits that ha receives pay from
tha Prussians for Information which he
does not give. Ha secures jeennorts to
the French lines for Scarlett, the countess and himself. Brarlett reports to
the secret service In Paris and finds
shallow of tha emperor, In charge,
and later,
tie deposits ths crown Jewels
when making a detailed report, flnda thst
pebbles have bean substituted for the real
stones. Speed, a comrade In the service,
warns Bcarlett that Mornac Is dangerous.
He also Informs him that all the government treasure Is being transported tn tha
roast for shipment out of the country.
Bcarlett and Biieed escape tn Join a circus. The circus arrives at Paradise. An
order Is received by the mayor calling
the rltlsens to arms. Jacqueline, daughter of the T. Irani, offers to Join the cirrus
tn give exhlhltlona In tha character of a
mermaid.
Bcarlett makes friends with
the I, Irani. Scarlett rails on the countess
at her home tn Paradise. He find Sylvia
Elven filno there, fie loams the countess
baa withdrawn from the soclnllats. They
swear eternal frlendnlilp. The I.lrard
learns for Scarlett, through one
that Mnrnnc la head of a communis-tl- r
conspiracy.
Brarlett learns something
of Bylvla Elven through a fellow performer named Kelly. Orders regarding
the treaaure trains are changed, owing to
ths discovery of a plot at I. orient.
Mor-na-

Trlr-Tra-

CHAPTER XVII. Continued.
"Where's the mayor?" I whispered
to Eyre.
"In hli house; Speed le with him."
"Come on, then," I laid, pushing my
way around the ouUklrti of the crowd
to the mayor's bouie.
TCe mayor was lying In hit armsulky, obstinate,
chair, frightened,
form swathed In a red laab.
I said, sharply, "so you already wear the colors of tbo revolution, do you?"
"Dame, they tied It over my waistcoat," he said, "and there are no gendarmes to help me arrest tbem "
"Never mind that just now," ! Interrupted; "what I want to know is
why you wrote the governor of Lorl-en- t
to expel our circus."
"That's my own affair," he snapped;
"beside, who said 1 wrote?"
"Idiot," I said, "somebody paid you
to do It. Who was It?"
The mayor looked slyly at me out
of the corner of his mottled eyes, but
he remained mute.
"Very well," said 1; "when the
troops from Lorlent hear of this revolution In Paradise, they'll come and
chase these communards Into the sea.
And after that they'll stand you up
against a convenient wall and give
"
you thirty seconds for absolution
"Stop!" burst out the mayor, struggling to his feet. "What am I to do?
This gentleman. Monsieur Buckhurst,
Bewill slay me If I disobey him!
"I'm
sides" be began to bluster.
muyor of I'aradiee, and I won't be
bullied! You get out of here with
your circus and your foolish eleany gendarmes
I haven't
phants!
just now to drive you out, but you
had better start, all the same before
night."
"Oh," I said, "before night? Wby
before night?"
"Walt and see then," ha muttered.
"Anyway, get out of my house d'ye

Ofat

hear?"
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Conspirators"

"Ws are going to give that performance at two o'clock this afternoon,"
I said. "After that, another tomorrow
t the same hour, and on every day
at the same hour, as long as It pays.
Do you understand?"
"Perfectly," sneered the mayor.
Then I asked biro what be would do
If the cruiser began dropping shells
Into Paradise; he deliberately winked
at me and thrust his tongue Into his
cheek.
"So you know that the cruiser Is
gone?" 1 asked.
He grinned.
"Do you suppose Buckhurst's men
bold the semaphore? If they do, they
sent that cruiser on a fool's errand,"
whispered Speed.
r Here was a nice plot! I stepped to
the window. Outside In the square
tluckhurst was ranging a doien peasants in Une. The peasanta were not
Paradise men; they wore the costumes of the Interior, and somebitdy
bad already armed them with scythes,
stable-forks- ,
and
rusty boarding-pikes- ,
one or two flintlock muskets. An
crew, if ever I saw one. They
were the scum of Morblhan.
"Well!" muttered Speed in amaze-len- t
After a Ions silence, Kelly Eyre
looked at bis watch. "It's time we
were in Ute tent," ba observed, dryly;
and wt turned away without a word.
At tfc bridge we stopped and looked
task. Tao rod flag was dying from

"I think," I aald, "that we bad bet- something else, a steady roaring In
ter ride over to Trecourt after tbe my ears; then darkness, out of which
show not that there's any immediate came a voice, empty, meaningless,
finally soundless.
danger"
After a while I realized that I was
"There is no Immediate danger,"
in pain; that, at Intervals, somebody
said Speed, "because she is here."
my
My face began to burn; I looked at forced morsels of ice .between
him miserably. "How do you know?" Hps; that the darkness around me bad
"She Is there In tha tent I saw turned grayer.
Years and years later a yellow star
her. Don't misconstrue her presence.
Don't be a contemptible fool. If I rose and stood still before my open
have read her face and I have never eyes; and after a long while I saw
of a candle: and
spoken to ber, as you know I tell It was the flam
you, Scarlett, that young girl is going somebody spoke my name.
"I know you, Speed," I said drowthrough an ordeal! Do women of that
kind come to shows like this to be sily.
"You are all right, Scarlett?"
amused?"
"Yes, . . . all right What time
And be turned on his beel, leaving
Is It?"
me speechless.
I beard tbe click of his bunting-case- .
I do not remember dressing. When
I came out into the passage-wa"Eleven o'clock."
"What day?"
beckoned me, and pointed at
"Saturday."
crack In tbe canvas through which
"When was I hurt? Many days
one could see tbe Interior of tbe amago many weeks?"
phitheater.
three
"You were hurt at half-paThe show was on.
I stood In the shadow of the stable-tent- , this afternoon."
white pillow.
I turned on tbe
dressed in my frock-coawhite
"Where Is this bed? Where is this
stock, white cords, and bunting-boots- ,
sullen, embittered, red with a false room?"
"8hall I tell you?"
shame that better men than I have
I was silent struggling with memweakened under, almost desperate in
my humiliation, almost ready to end ory.
"Tell me," I said, "whose bed is
It all there among those tawny, restless brutes pacing behind the bars this?"
"It Is hers."
at my elbow, watching me stealthily
glimmered before
Tbe candle-flamwith luminous eyes.
eyes once more, and
She knew what I was but that she my
"Oh, you are all right," he muttered,
could come to see with ber own eyes
I could
not, understand, I could not then leaned heavily against tbe bedforgive. Because she bad, in ber gra- side, dropping bis arms on tbe covercious Ignorance, given me a young let.
girl's Impulsive friendship, was I to
That Is all I remember that night,
mistake ber?
all I remember clearly, though It
"Have you seen her?" whispered seems to me that once I beard drums
beating in the distance; and perhaps
Speed, coming up to me.
I did.
I shook my bead.
Dawn was breaking when I awoke.
Ha looked at me in disgust. "Here's
something for you." be said,, shortly, Speed, partly dressed, lay beside me,
and thrust an envelope Into my band. sleeping heavily. "Idiot (et up!" I
In the envelope was
little card cried, hitting bim feebly.
on which was written: "I ask you to
He was very angry when he found
be careful, for a friend's sake." On out wby I had awakened blm; perhaps
the other side of the card was en- the sight of my bandaged head regraved her name.
strained him from violence.
Ha stumbled to tbe floor, bathed,
"Where ia she?" I said, steadying
my voice, whlcb my leaping heart al- grumbling all the while, and then, to
my aurprlse, walked over to a flat
most stifled.
He drew me by the elbow and trunk which stood under the window
looked toward the right of the amphi- and which I recognised as mine.
"IT1 borrgij some underwear,"
Following the direction of
he.
theater.
his eyes, I saw ber leaning forward", remarked viciously.
grave, small, gloved hands
"What's my trunk doing hers?" I
Interlocked.
Beside her sat 8ylvla demanded.
do Vassart bad tbem
Elven, apparently amused at tbe an"Madam
bring It"
tics of the clown.
"Had Who bring It?"
"I will be careful," I said to Speed,
"Horan and McCadger before they
in a low voice. "If It were not for
Kyram I would not go on today but loft."
that Is a matter of honor. Oh, Speed,"
"Before they left? Have they gone?"
I broke out, "Is she not worth dying
"Of
"I forgot," he said, soberly.
for?"
course you don't know that the cir"Why not live for her;" he ob- cus has gone."
served, dryly.
"Gone!" I echoed, astonished.
He let go of my arm and stood back
"Gone to Lorlent. Buckhurst is in
as my
came rolling out, town again with a raft of picturesque
drawn by four horses.
ruffians," he said. "They marched In
"It's your turn," he said, In a daxed last night, drums beating, colore unway. "Look out for that lioness."
furled the red rag, you know and
I entered the cage, afraid.
the first thing they did was to order
Almost Instantly I was the center or Kyram to decamp
"Uyrnm's people, elephant and all,
a snarling mass of Hons; I saw nothing; my whip rose and fell mechan- - struck the road a little after three
o'clock this morning, in good order,
1
I
nor a frying-panot a tent-pemiss
"Ml
ing. They ought to be In Lorlent by
Ml first '.:
early afternoon."
rfr
"Gone!" I repeated, blankly.
Is
I lay looking at him, striving to realMi
ize the change that had occurred in
7
so brief a time trying to understand
tbe abrupt severing of ties and condi
tions to which, already, I bad bcoroe
. I'Wwr'lTj
4.
accustomed perhaps attached.
"They all sent their lovs to you,"
he said. "They knew you wars out
of danger I told them there was no
fracture, only a slight concussion.
Byram came to look at you; be
brought your back salary all of It
I've got It"
After a moment I said: "Has Jacqueline gone with tbem?"
"Yes. They sail today from Lorlent The governor made money yesterdayenough to start again. Poor
With tha Foul Breath of a Lion In Byram! He's frantic to get back to
America; and, oh, Scarlett, how that
My Face.
good old man can swear1'
Ically. I stood tike one stunned, while
"Speed, did you say that llttlo Jacthe tawny forms leaped right and left. queline went with Byram?"
Suddenly I beard a keeper aay,
He looked at me miserably. ,
"Look out for Empress) Kbatoun, sir!"
"Yes," be said.
And a moment later a cry, "Look out,
I waa silent
sir!"
"Yes," he repeated, "she went, lugSomething went wrong with another ging her pet cat In ber arms. She
lion, too, for the people were standing would go; tbe life has fascinated her.
up and shouting, and the sleeve of my I begged her not to I felt I waa discosjl hung from the elbow, showing loyal to Byram, too, but what coirtd 1
I remember say- do? I tell you, Scarlett, I wish I bad
my bare shoulder.
ing, aloud: "1 must keep my feet; I never seen her, never persuaded her
must tuft fall!" Then daylight grew to try that foolish dive. She'll sslss
rod, and I was on my knees, with the some day like the other one."
foul breath of a Hon in my fa). A
He walked to the window and stared
hot Iron bar shot across the cage. moodily at the sea,
The roaring of beasts and people died
"Meanwhile," I said, quietly, "I am
out In my ears; then, with a shook, going to get up."
my soul seemed to be dnshed out of
He gave me a look which I inter
me Into a terrlllc darkness.
preletl as, "(Jet up and be damned!"
I compiledIn
part.
PART THIRD
CHAPTER XIX.
CHAPTER XVIII.
Treeaurt Cardan,
About nine o'clock we were sumA Q
A tight was shining in my eyes and moned by a Breton maid to ths pretty
room below, and I waa
I was talking excitedly; that and the breakfast
odor of brandy I remember and ashamed to go with mj shabby nslhsa.
y
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bandaged bead, and face the color of
clay.
The young countess was not present; Sylvia Elven offered us a supercilious welcome, and we ate In constrained silence.
"Will the pensive gentleman with
nine lives have a little more nourishment to sustain him?" she asked, as
tbe meal drew to an end.
Looking up from my empty plate, 1
declined politely; and we followed her
signal to rise.
She led the way into that small
room overlooking the garden where I
bad been twice received by Madame
de Vassart Here she took leave of
us, abandoning us to our own designs.
On tbe wall a cat sat sunning ber
sleek flanks. Something about tbe animal seemed familiar to me, and after
a while I made up my mind that this
was Ange Pltou, Jacqueline's pet
abondoned by hor mistress and now
a feline derelict I watched ths cat
for a few moments, then sat down on
the bencb. Tbe Inertia which follows
recovery from a ahock, however light,
left me with tbe lacy acquiescence of
a convalescent, willing to let the world
drift for an hour or two, contented to
relax, apathetic, comfortable.
And then my reverie ended abruptly; a atep on the gravel walk brought
me to my feet . . . There she
stood, lovely tn a fresh morning gown
deeply belted with turquoise-shells-,
ber ruddy hair glistening, coiled low
on a neck of snow.
For the first time she showed embarrassment In ber greeting, scarcely
touching my hand, speaking with a
new constraint In a voice which grew
colder as she hesitated,
"We were frightened; we are so
glad that you were not badly hurt. I
thought you might And It comfortable
here of course 1 could not know that
you were not seriously Injured."
"I think you did tbe most graciously
unselfish thing a woman could do," I
said, quickly. "You offered your best;
and the man who took It cannot dare
not express his gratitude."
"We brought you here because we
thought it was good for you," she
said, reverting to the theme that bad
at first embarrassed her. "We were
perfectly certain that you have always
been unfit to take care of yourself.
JJgw we hove the proofs."
I "leaned on tha back" of the bencb,
resting my bandaged forehead on my
band.
she asked.
"Are you suffering?"
"Your face Is white as my sleeve."
"I feel curiously tired," I said, smiling.
"Then you must have some tea, and
I will brew It myself.
You shall not
object! No It Is useless, because 1
am determined."
The tea was hot and harmless; I
lay thinking while she sat In the sunny window-corner- ,
nibbling biscuit and
marmalade, and watching me gravely.
"I suppose," said I, thinking aloud,
"that I had better go to England."
"When?" she asked, without raising
her head.
"In a day or two. I can find employment there, I think."
"What will you do?"
"Oh, the army horses something
,
perhaps
of that kind.
perhaps Scotland Yard. If 1 ever
save enough money for the voyage,
perhaps you would let me come, once
in a while, to pay my respects,
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rose and walked to the window;
then, nerveless and depressed. I went
out into the garden again to smoke a
cigar.
The cat had disappeared; I traversed the garden, passed through the
side wicket, and found myself on the
I was
cliffs. Almost immediately
aware of a young girl, a child, seated on the rocks, her chin propped on
blowing ber
ber bonds, tbe
across ber cheeks and
curly
eyes. A bundle tied In a handkerchief
lay beside ber; a cat dosed In ber lap.
"I
"Jacqueline!" I said, gently.
thought you were to sail from Lorlent
today?" .
The cat stepped purring from ber
knees; tbe child rose, pushing back
her hair from ber eyes with bold
bands.
"Where is Speed?" she asked,
drowsily.
"Did you want to see him, Jacqueline?"
"That is why I returned."
"And you are going to give up the
circus forever, Jacqueline?"
I

sea-win- d
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"Yes."
"Just because ypn

IN SUMMER

SILAGE

Practica Found to Be Cheaper Than
Turning Cows Into Pasture
Make-Uof Dairy Cow.
p

Dean Mum ford of the Missouri College of Agriculture makes the statement that cows can be maintained
more cheaply on silage than they can
be carried through the summer on
pasture, where tbe land
costs about one hundred dollar per
acre and Is suitable for growing corn.
He says that there Is very little pasture land where a cow and a calf can
blue-gras- s

Guernsey.

Thres-Yesr-Ol- d

be pastured on less than one and one-haacres, but it Is entirely possible
f
to twenty
to get twelve and
tons of silage from one acre. A cow
and ber calf can be carried through
the summer on two pounds of clover
pounds of stlags
hay and thirty-fivper day as well or better than on
pasture. Thus be declares that
you can carry a cow and her calf six
months on less than a halt acre of
silage.
The good dairy cow has a broad
forehead, Indicating Intelligence and a
She has a short,
kindly disposition.
thin neck, not at all beefy, In which
veins are pluinly manifest She Is narrow through the front shoulder and
Indicating good lung capacity.
stomShe has a large,
ach, showing capacity for storage of
food and water, from which milk is to
be manufactured. She has broad hips
and a good width through the flanks,
giving plenty of room tor lacteal organs. There Is also a gentle Incline
from her shoulders to her rump. Th
udder is large and soft, hanging down
well between her bind legs and extending forward and backward in a
Her legs are
proportion.
short and her hair is a glossy color.
lt

want to

ass

Speed?"
"Only for that"
She stood rubbing her eye with
her small lists, aa though Just awakened.
"Come into the garden," I said; "w
can talk while you rest"
Tbe young countess waa standing at
the window as we approached in solemn single file along the path, and
when she caught sight of us she
opened the door and stepped out on
tbe tiny porch.
"Why, this Is our little Jacqueline,"
she said, quickly. "They have taken
your father for the conscription, have
tbey not, my child? And now you
are homeless!"
"I think so, madame."
"Then you will stay with me until
be returns, won't you, little one?"
"We thank you, and permit ourselves to accept, madame," said Jacqueline. "We are very glad becauae
we are quite hungry, and we have
thorns from the gorse In our feet "
She broke oft with a Joyous little cry:
"There is Speed!" And Speed, enterslopped
hurriedly,
ing the garden
short Tn his tracks.
The child ran to him and threw
both arms around his neck. "Oh,
Speed! Speed!" she staranWed, over
onti over ngaln. "I was too lonely; I
will do what you wish; I will be instructed In the graces of education
truly I will. I am glad to come hack
snd I am so tired, Speed. I will never
go away from you again. . . . Oh,
Do
Speed, I am contented!
you love moV
"Dearly, little sweetheart," be said,
huskily, trying to steady Ms voice.
is
Madame tbe countess
"There!
waiting. All will be well now." He
the young
turned, smiling, toward
countess, and lifted his bat then
stepped back and fixed me with a
blank look of dismay, which said perfectly plainly that he had unpleasant
news to con.munlcate. The countess,
I think, Sdw that look, too, for she
gave me an almost Imperceptible nod
and took Jacqueline's hand In hers.
"If there are thorns in your feet we
must And them," she said, sweetly.
"Will you come, Jacqueline?"
"Yea, madame," said the child, with
an adoring smile at Speed, who bent
"Yes, . . . come. If you wish." and kissed ber upturned face as she
She said no more, nor did I. Pres- passed.
ently Sylvia appeared with a peasant
"Well," snld I turning to Speel.
woman, and the young countess went "what new deviltry is going on in
away, followed by the housekeeper Paradise now?"
with her keys at ber girdle.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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DIFFERENT

HUMORS OF THE CHINESE WAR derwear they wore shoulder braces
from which were stretched across tbe
breast white bands bearing tbe name
Foreigners Got Much Amusement Out of
their organization. Their leaders
of Doings of ths Very Serious
wore blouses and caps and carried
Native Soldiers.
swords. In parades tbey sometimes
Humor, of a grim sort, of course, carried arms full of bombs and were
In danger of blowing whole streets
abounded In the revolution jrhlch es- to atoms. In public
meetings on two
tablished a republic In China. Fred
occasions there were accidents
In
erick McCormlck. in "The Flowery wblcb
numbera of people were killed
Republic," tella of tbe formation of a
corps in the north who gloried In the and wounded."
title, "Dare to Die." Tbe rebels In
8tory of Hohenzollern Ghost
Canton were not satisfied to adopt
It was a Prussian royal wedding of
brothers,
and
this term from their
four centuries ago that gave to the
dnligH'Jftg In the superlative and ex tradition of the "white lady," tbe fatreme. cVled themselves the "Deter mous Hohenzollern ghost Ths
mined to Die." The first were merely
Albert loved a young widow of
willing martyrs, but the Cantonese the house of Orlamunde,
but once
were desperate for death. A foreign thoughtlessly remarked that their wedwag dubbed them the "Much Wanchee ding would be "Impossible until four
eyes are out of tbe way." He allured
Dies."
"Among the various military organ- to bis uncle and brother, but she
izations that sprung up in Canton," thought be meant ber two little chilsays Mr. McCormlck, "was a company dren, whom she accordingly murdered
of bomb throwers called the 'Bomb with a knitting needle. The horrified
Pioneers.' Their uniform was a light Albert forsook ber and married Soblue foreign knitted underwear that phia of Henneberg, whereupon the errfitted them aa their own aklna. They ing widow, went mad, died and ever
wore brown knitted socks supported alnos baa haunted the royal palsosw
by Amaiicaa gartsra. Ovar las aa-- la mourning garb wlU a wait vU
Bur-grav- e
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RULES

No Two Cows With Big Records Ever

Received Same Rations Proper
Balance la Most Desired.
(Tly WALTER

B. I.EUTZ.)

To a groat extent each cow la a law
unto herself so far as the most desirable grain for her to receive Is
and It is as difficult to give
instructions for feeding a cow for high
production as it Is to give exact instructions for driving a
race horse.
So for as we know no two cows that
have made large records and have
been developed by different men ever
received the same ration, and we
doubt If any two developed by the
mime man have ever received exactly
the same feed The success of a feeder depends upon his ability to main-laia proper balance between the
feeds that are rich In carbohydrates
aud those that are rich In protein.
Other conditions also have to have
very careful attention, so It la absolutely Impossible to lay down any fixed
rules for feodlng.
The secret of success Is to a large
extent the ability to 'see trouble before you are Into it, and thus be able
Good horse-sens- e
to avoid bad results.
and love for the work count for
'
more than anything else.
e

n
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COW-FEE-

FOR COOLING

CREAM

Task Should Be Performed at One
After Separation Good Plan to
Place Can In Cold Water.
(By PROP. C. LAR8EN.)
Cool the cream at once after separation. This can be done by placing the
cream can In a tank of fresh, cold
water. A good plan Is to have the

water used for stock run through this
milk cooler before It reaches the general stock water tank. This method
cools the cream during all seasons,
and In addition it prevents freezing
during the winter. Do not put the
can cover on tightly. A loose cover
allows the animal odor to pass off,
and at the same time prevents tha
dust from getting Into the cream.
Never allow freshly skimmed warm
cream to te mixed with the previously skimmed cold cream until the former has been well cooled. The warm
cream causes the germs to develop,
and they sour a,nd spoil the cream.
Keep Milk in Proper PUce.
Do not leave the open palls standing around the cow stable while you
milk the next cow. Take the milk
whe

It will be free from

GLASSWARE

GLASSWARE

Common Tumblers 6 for 25c
We have a complete line of Ice Tea Glasses, Star Cut Water Sets,
Sherbsrt Cups in several designs, in fact, anything you need in
Glassware. Also the largest line of China, Graniteware, Tinware
and 5 and 10c articles in the city.
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Mazda
Electric Globes

McKinley
10c Music

"THE OLD 5 and 10c STORE"

Local and Personal
Reail Whiting's ad this week.

Visit Whitinir's Variety Store.
Billy Singleton returned from

he

El Paso last week, where
went to visit a friend.

W. Fi Meador, of San Angelo,
J. F. and Fred Ohr were in Texas, a cousfn of Cash Austin,
from their farms northwest of is visiting here.
town Wednesday.

Connelley,
Lawrence
n familiar typo tourist, was in

a

L.

was i
John Starkweather
from his farm near Havener,

the

city Sunday going from here to
Portales.
AlbuM.
of
Farwood,
H.
Elmer E. Hank, of Vaughn,
querque, was in the city Tues- has accepted a position in the
Superintendent Evan's office.
day.
Mrs. A. Piper, of Powell, WyPeaches by the bushel at low
oming, registered at the Antlers prices. Ask your merchant.
Wednesday.

It

Wednesday.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dannel-lePeaches by the bushel; ask
your grocer or butcher.
were in the city several days
first of week.
the
John Jones "the Buick man"
Clovis
from Tucumcari, was in
Many kinds of

y

1-

-t

up-to-da- te

Monday.

Dress Goods.

A.

J. Rodes.

J. VV. Wilkinson, of the real
estate firm of Wilkinson and
Ramey, returned from a five
weeks' visit in Tennessee and
Georgia Tuesday. He says that
New Mexico looks the best of
them all.
Miss Amma McClellan leaves
this week for her vacation. Before returning she will visit the
leading millinery houses, where
she will study the styles in the
interest of the Clovis Millinery
Company at Luikart's.
Dr. S. G. Von Almen. of Albu
querque, will be at the Santa Fe
Hospital, Clovis, on the 20th and
21st day of each month, to treat
deseases of the Eye, Eir, Nose
and Throat also fitting glasses,

tf.
A. B. Austin, proprietor of
the Model Grocery, returned
from California Wednesday after
an Bbsence of several weeks
taking in the sights of the ex-

Croft's "Girl Band" played at
W. H. Godlove, of Amistead,
the Bankers' Reunion Thursday,
County, was in the city position.
Union
at Hereford.
calling on the trade Monday.
Mrs. Ida Stewart, of Melrose He sells the Iron Clad hoisery.
Found -- Two keys, owner can
is in the city attending the
have same by calling at News
J. A. Nichols attended the office and paying for this notice.
normal.
ball game at Portales Sunday,
Mrs. J. V. Rice returned taking a number of young folks
Mr. Curtain, of Denver, ColoThursday from atrip to southern down in his new car.
rado, Uncle of the Barry brothTexas.
ers is visiting here.
Buy fancy Elberta Peaches by
Visit Whiting's Variety Store.
the bushel from your grocer or Note to be Friendly
But Final
and C. E. bucher for eating, pickling or
M. Satterwhite
Lawrence, of Amarillo, insur- preserving.
It. Washington, D. C, July 20.
"Friendly, but firm and final."
ance men, registered at the
W. I. Luikart and family left
is
Antlers.
the characterization given by
for Lubbock Sunday for a week's
government officials to the
high
The McMinn boarders are eat- visit with relatives. They went
American answer to the last
ing down town while the dining over in their car.
German note which the cabinet
room in the McMinn House is
V. Stonehill is now working on.
Mrs.
II
Mr.
and
being repaired.
Especial emphasis is being
were in Hereford Sunday, where
Eat peaches while they are they went to see their cattle, placed upon the avoidance by
cheap; they can be bought by which are located on a ranch
the Germans of t h e United
the bushel this week.
near there.
States appeal to humanitarian
to
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Neal are
Hosiery, the very principles in the last note
the proud parents of a baby girl, Iron Clad
Germany.
who arrived this week at the best. A. J. Rodes.
The cabinet spent over two
Neal farm west of Clovis.
G. 0. Singleterry, of near hours debating the proposed
Texico,
was in the city Wednes note to Germany and determin"Peanuts" Johnson, a boiler
says that the big rains ing the policy to be pursued to
He
day.
maker, had the misfortune to
wheat harvesting, ward Germany. The session is
retarded
have
loose the end of his finger while
damage
h as resulted. considered one of the most mono
but
that
at work at the shops Saturday,
mentous since the Civil War.
A. M. Hove,
of Carlsbad,
Elberta Peaches now on the
Redfield was the only member
market in bushel baskets a t Santa Fe publicity agent, was of the president's official family
Tuesday en route to
reasonable prices. Phone your in Clovis
who was not present.
Mr. Hove reports
City.
Kansas
grocer or butcher.
a big fruit crop in the valley
Episcopal Church
Rev. J. H. Messer, pastor of thia year.
D. A. Sanford, PaHtor.
Rev.
the Methodist church, is in
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Reed and
The Sunday services will be as
Taiban holding a meeting this daughter,
of Portales, were in usual, at 11 a. m. and 8 p. m.
week. He will return Sunday.
the city Wednesday. Mrs. Reed Sunday School at 9:45.
Mrs. Johnson and daughter, recently returned from a visit in
Mr j. Ed Hicks, of Melrose, Bpent Kentucky.
For Sale
several days in ' 'ovis, visiting
Mr. and Mrs. K. C. Childers
me offer for Lots one or
Make
Mrs. Johnson's daughter, Mrs. returned Thursday from a sevall.
Walter Chulds.
eral weeks visit to Corsicana,
Lot 7 blk. 37; town, Clovis.
.. g
Sisters Hilda and Euphrasia, Texas. They were accompanied
74,
by
Mrs. Childers' sister,
of the St. Mary's academy, of home
Lots 11 and 12 blk North Park.
Amarillo, were in the city Wed- Miss Jessie Hamilton and father.
No reasonable offer will be
nesday. They have a splendid
refused.
C.
L.
E.
Shorrett and Ebb
school and are seeking pupils.
353 Franklin,
Address:
Cunningham closed a deil this
Oregan.
Astoria,
T. M. Dickens, the man who week with A. B. Wagner for the
pd.
slew A. S. Combs with a ham- purchase of the Sanitary Barber
mer, has not yet succeeded in Shop, which has been under the
raising bond and is confined in management of Mr. Shorrett for
the county jail. He says that the past year. "Mug" Petitfila.
Herschel Taylor makes poor who has be en in their employ,
Re
Oil and Gasoline Stoves.
company as he sleeps all day left Monday for his ranch near
frigerators. Phone 72.
Taiban.
and reads all night.
1--

Many Thanks
In expressing my many thanks
for the prize awarded me in the
Clovis News Contest. I wish to
say that the watch is as represented and I am well pleased
with it.
I also wish to thank those who
gladly sacrificed their time,
automobiles and money to help
support me in securing the prize.
Among those that I especially
wish to congratulate are Miss
Lena Singer and Miss Elma
Forbes for their generosity,
faithful and unceasing effort,
which secured for them their
prizes. Second Mr. Shepard for
his fairness in conducting the
campaign. It was just so fair
that any contestant or individual
could not rightfully complain.
It conclusion I sincerely hope
the Clovis News greater success
in the future than it has been in
the past.
Delia Boone,
Campaigner.

ST. MARY'S ACADEMY
Amarillo, Texas.

THE SCHOOL FOR YOUR DAUGHTER
Beautiful Brick Building
All Modern Conveniences
Private Rooms, Music and Art Studios.

DIRECTRESS.

FOR CATALOG ADDRESS:

LEE HAZELWOOD
DRAY AM) TRANSFER LINE
fcW

Ml
The Oldest Established Transfer Line in Clovis

Dewn Town Phone 123

Residence Phone 321

FIRST CLASS WORKMEN

HOT AND COLD BATHi

The Sanitary Barber Shop
Shorett & Petitfils, Props.

Born:

4$

WE DO THE A. T. & S. F. HOSPITAL WORK

A nine pound boy arrived
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
H. L. Ellison Monday morning.

ANITARY

-

ALL THAT THE NAME IMPLIES

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...

Clovis Lodge
B. P. O. Elks

CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.

No. 1244

112

1--

2

First Class Work.
South Main St

Hot and Cold Baths
Clovis, New Mexieo.

Meets at Elks Home every 2nd
and 4th Wednesday nights. Vis- iting members cordially invited.
J. O. Prichard, Exaulted Ruler.
F. B. Herod, Secretary.

t.

1--

t.

2-- t.

Chicken Dinner
Chicken dinner will be served
each Wednesday and Sunday at
the Antlers Hotel Dining room .
Mrs. S. Overton.
t
2--

To Trade
$6,000 stock of general merchandise in good town in Oklahoma, or income property in

Oklahoma City, Shawnee, Ring-linand other towns in Oklahoma to trade for land in New
Mexico. See me at the Cotter
hotel in Clovis, or address: R. F.
Richardson, Clovis, New Mexi- g

CO.
4t-p-

d
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Poultry Market Report
Hens
- 8cts,
14cts.
Friers
16cts.
Broilers
lOcts.
Eggs
Clovis Creamery and Produce Co

FIVE REASONS
why you should start a bank account'
SAFETY
SECURITY
SAVINGS
STABILITY
SUCCESS

Seeds, Bulk Seeds.
Garden and Field seeds now
in, and a fine lot they are.
When you need seeds of any
kind, get them at Clovis Creamery and Produce Co. and save
f
money.
t--

Glovis National Bank1
"THE BANK THAT ACCOMODA1ES"

f

